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Justly proud of the fine tradi-
tions and the rich heritage that
Ward Seminary and Belmont
College, both component
parts of Ward-Belmont, have
handed on to the present
school and indeed cognizant
of the fine record made during
the quarter century since con-
solidation, our book presents
the school of this year. "May
the spirit of old '38 linger for-
ever more" and be as valuable
as the other contributions that
have been added to Ward-Bel-
mont during its twenty-five
years of existence. Records of
the activities, joys, and inter-
ests of 1937-38 are in these fol-
lowing pages and it is with
pleasure that we present them
to you.
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The year 1937-38 marks '.he twenty-fifth anniver-
sary of the consolidated Ward-Belmont which con-
tinues and perpetuates Ward Seminary, founded in
1865, and Belmont College, founded in 1890. In
1913 the two scliools were united on tlie Belmont
campus which formerly had been the well-known
estate of Col. and Mrs. J. S. Acklen. This home
was modeled after an Italian villa surrounded by
spacious gardens, and the tower which now lends
so much atmosphere to the campus was used dur-
ing tlie Civil War by the Federal troops as a look-
out. The directors of Ward-Belmont, during the
first year of the school, built both the Administration
Building and Pembroke Hall (now Senior Hall). It
was at the end of this year tliat Dr. John Diell
Blanton, formerly of Ward Seminary, became presi-
dent of the school, and served in that capacity until
his death in 1933.
When in 1914 the newspaper and the yearbook were
started, the Hyphen, the name symbolizing the
merger, was an entirely new idea, while the Mile-
stones was to be the combination of Ward's annual.
The Iris, and Belmont's, My Lady in Brown. In
the fall of the same year the Athletic Association
and the student government were inaugurated by
Miss Emma I. Sisson, then director of physical
education. At this time the state clubs were also
playing an active part in the life of the students.
The A. B. C. contest was begun in 1922, and to be
elected Ensemble Girl was, and is now, the highest
honor bestowed by the student body. In 1923 an-
other residence hall was added, which was named
Hail Hall, and until this year was used for the
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members of the senior class, though now it is
occupied by Senior Middles, that is, first year
college students.
Club Village, ten pleasant houses centered around
the old tower, was ready for occupancy in 1927.
The Alumnae Association had started installation
of the carillon chimes in the tower, which were
played for the first time on April 12, 1928. It was
the following year that one of the best equipped
stables in the South was added to the school. Dur-
ing the past five years, the departmental clubs have
had a phenomenal growth, and because cf the in-
creasing interest of the girls in creative work,
Chimes, a literary magazine, was started in 1937.
The school sustained a great loss in the passing of
Dr. Blanton. He was succeeded by Dr. John Wynne
Barton, widely known educator and publisher, in
1933. Under Dr. Barton's administration Ward-
Belmont made progress along broad educational
and cultural lines. However, in 1936 Dr. Barton's
health failed, and at his death in September of
that year, Mr. A. B. Benedict assumed the leader-
ship, and is the present well beloved administrative
head of the institution.
Truly, Ward-Belmont can look back with pride at
a quarter of a century of eventful history. It has
grown from a school attended principally by
Southern girls to an outstanding accredited junior
college with an enrollment from every state in the
union, and several foreign countries. While the
faculty, alumnae, and students look to the past with
pride and inspiration, so we too look forward to
even greater achievements in the future.
TO
MISS ELIZABETH PHILLIPS
She typifies to the class of 1938 and the Milestones Staff the admirable
dynamic force and vital energy that has made possible the
progress of the consolidated Ward-Belmo7it.
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'To trajisviit this school }iot less, but
greater, better a)id more beautiful."
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MR. ANDREW B. BENEDICT
Mr. Benedict is a most integral part of the organization of Ward-Belmont. Not
only does he carry on those precepts which have been developed through the
twenty-five years by the presidents, but his interest and enthusiasm for all
events in which the students take part endear him to each one. The Thanksgiv-
ing Dinner, Washington's Birthday, the Senior-Senior Middle Banquet and other
formal occasions are always punctuated with just the appropriate speech by Mr.
Benedict. Possessing a winning personality and a sense of humor, he has all the
characteristics befitting a leader.
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MISS EMMA I. SISSON
Not only sponsor of this year's senior class, but always the interested adviser of
the entire student body, Miss Sisson. Dsan of Residence, holds a prominent place
in the life of Ward-Belmont as well as in the hearts of its girls. Always a poised
and gracious hostess she is as interested in the social life of the campus as she
is an enthusiastic spectator at the various sports events. During her stay here
she has served as an inspiration to all with whom she has come in contact, and
her influence has been one of tliose that has contributed greath' toward the suc-
cessful quarter century of progress of Ward-Belmont.
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DR. JOSEPH E. BURK
Presiding over the academic affairs of "Big Ac" and the continual scholastic prob-
lems arising among the girls, Dean Burk is always an attentive listener and a
stern but sympathetic adviser. Not only is he known on the campus for his
meritorious achievements as an educator, but also as a chapel speaker, and an en-
thusiastic spectator at the various athletic games. For these, and many other
reasons. Dean Burk has become a vital part of the faculty and the holder of an
equally important position as an academic leader.
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MISS ANNIE C. ALLISON
Known to all Ward-Belmont students as "Miss Annie," the principal of the high
school is to her pupils dean and director all rolled into one. With grace and
dignitj' she carries on those aims and ideals which have been a part of the
school since its founding. Her interests are centered on the girls' activities and
scholastic achievements, and with wholehearted enthusiasm she enters into all
campus affairs.
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Mary Venable Blythe
Sight Playing and Piano
Graduate, St. Mary's Hall, San Antonio; Pupil ot Von Mick-
witz and Harry Redman; Theoretical Ccurses in Southern
Methodist University, University of Southern California, Uni-
versity of Colorado.
Sponsor, Texas Club and Fire Drills.
Florence N. Boyer
Voice
Student of Music in Oberlin College; Pupil of Signer Vananni
in Italy; Pupil of Mesdames de Sales and Bosetti in Munich;
Pupil of Oscar Seagle and de Reszke in Paris.
Verna Brackinreed
JWusic
Graduate, Baker Conservatory, Flint, Michi-ran; B Mus., Cin-
cinnati Conservatory of Music; Pupil cf Mile. Diendonne,
Paris; of Isador Phillipp, Fontainbleau; of Labunski, Thalberg,
Eisenberg, and Ganz.
Gertrude Casebier
Historiy
B.A., Western Kentucky State Teachers College; M.A., Van-
derbilt University.
Sponsor, Agora Club and Hail Hall.
Martha Annette Cason
Latin
B.A., University of Chicago; M.A., Columbia University; Fur-
ther Graduate Study, Columbia University.
Mary Elizabeth Cayce
Physical Education
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; B.S., George Peabody College
for Teachers.
Sponsor, Junior-Middle Class and Day Students.
Elizabeth Ann Chitwood
French
A.B.. University of West Virginia; M.A., Duke University;
Further Study, Institute Phonetique, Paris.
Sponsor, Senior-Middle Class.
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Frances E. Cpiurch
Librarian
B.A., Missouri State Teachers College; Graduate Student. Illi-
nois University; M.S. in L.S., Columbia University.
Blanche Henry Clark
History
B.A., M.A., Duke University; Further Graduate Study at Van-
derbilt University.
Sponsor, Penta Tau Club.
Mary Dean Clement
Mathematics
B.A., Wellesley College: M.A., Vanderbilt University.
Sponsor. Mathematics Club.
Marian Crawford
Latin
B.A., Randolph-Macon Woman's College; M.A., Southern
Methodist University.
Sponsor, Junior Class.
Sydney Dalton
Head oj Voice Department
L.Mus., Dominion College cf Music, Montreal; M.Mus., Cin-
cinnati Conservatory of Music; Pupil of David Bispham, Max
Heinrich, and J. H. Duval; Studied Piano with Raphael Joseffy;
Composition with Rubin Gcldmarlv and Fredericlc Schlieder.
Director, Glee Club.
Mary Elizabeth Delaney
Da7ici7ig
Graduate, Chalif Normal School of Dancing.
Sponsor, Ohio Club.
Dorothy A. Dietrich
English and German
A.B., M.A., University of Indiana.
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Thomas B. Donner
Spanish and French
B.A., East Texas Teachers College: M.A., Southern Methodist
University.
Sponsor, Spanish Club.
Mary Douthit
Piano
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School of Music: Pupil of Lawrence
Goodman, Harold Von Mickwitz, and Sigismund Stojowski.
Sponsor, Osiron Club.
,#\
Frances Ewing
Economics and Coiiimercial Law
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School: B.A., M.A., Vanderbilt Uni-
versity.
Helen King Fidlar
Clot/ling
B.S.. M.S., Iowa State College.
Sponsor, Anti-Pan Club.
Lucie L. Fountain
French
B.A., Barnard College.
Jessie Lee French
Biology
B.S., M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers.
Florence F. Goodrich
Physical Education and Physiology
B.S., Hillside College: M.S., University of Michigan: Graduate
Student, Michigan State College for Teachers, Merrill-Palmer
School.
Pnge Eighteen
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Louise Gordon
Art
Graduate. New York School of Fine and Applied Arts.
Ver.4 L. Hay
History
Pli.B., University of Chicago; Graduate Student, Vanderbilt
University.
Cora Henderson
Secretarial Training
B.S , Southern College; M.A., George Peabody College for
Teachers.
Frederick Arthur Henkel
Head of Organ Department
Graduate, Metropolitan College of Music; Student. Cincinnati
College of Music; Pupil of Steinbrecher. Andre. Sterling, and
Durst.
«/ ¥/
Louise White Herron
English
B.S.. M.A., Vanderbilt University; M.A.. Columbia University,
Diploma in English Literature. University of London.
Alma Hollinger
Biology
B.A., M.A., University of Michigan; Student Michigan Biologi-
cal Station and Marine Biological Station, Venice, California.
W. H. HOLLINSHEAD
Chemistry
Ph.G.. D.Sc , Vanderbilt University.
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Lillian A. Kibler
History
A.B.. Winthrop College; A.B., Randolph-Macon College; M.A.,
Columbia University.
Nancy Lunsford
Art
Graduate, Ward-Belmont Sclrool: Student, George Peabody
College for Teachers.
Nelle Major
Mathematics
B.S., George Peabody College for Teachers.
Sponsor, Ariston Club and Sophomore Class.
Catherine E. Morrison
Director, School of Physical Education
Diploma from Possee Gymnasium, Boston; Special Student,
Chalif School, New York, and Columbia University.
Sponsor, Tri K Club, Heron Hall, and Athletic Association.
Camilla Nance
Riding
Student. Ward-Belmont School; B.S., Sargent School of Boston
Uni\'ersity.
\
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Mary Rachel Norris
Psychology
B.A., M.A., Bryn Mawr College; Further Graduate Study,
George Peabody College for Teachers and Columbia Uni-
versity.
Mary Louise Cgden
Library Methods
B.A., University of Tennessee; B.L.S., University of Illinois.
Sponsor, Del Vers Club.
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Martha K. Ordway
Englislt
Ph.B., University of Chicago: M.A., George Peabody College
for Teachers.
Sponsor, Triad Club and Freshman Class.
DoROTPiY J. Pagenhart
Foods and Nutrition
B.S., Iowa State College.
Frances Helen Parker
Harp
B.A., Birmingham-Southern College; M.A.,
versity.
Vanderbilt Uni-
Anna Pugh
English
B.A., University of Arkansas; M.A., University of Chicago;
Graduate Student, Columbia University; Further Graduate
Study, George Peabcdy College for Teachers.
Ellene Ransom
English
B.A., M.A., Vanderbilt University; Graduate Student, Columbia
University, Vanderbilt University, and Yale University.
Sponsor, Wordsmilh Club.
Linda Rhea
English
B.S., M.A., Vanderbilt University: M.A., Columbia University:
Ph.D., Vanderbilt University.
Sponsor, A.K. Club, the Chimes, and the Chapel Unit.
Lawrence H. Riggs
Head of Theory Department
B.A., Beloit College; Rhodes Scholar at Oxford University,
England; Summer courses, Chicago Musical College, North-
western University School of Music, and American Institute of
Normal Methods; Graduate of American Institute of Normal
Methods.
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Hazel Coate Rose
Piano
Pupil of William H. Sherwood, Glenn Dillard Gunn, Victor
Heinze; Formerly Teaclier of Piano, Cosmopolitan Sclrool of
Music, Indianapolis.
Kenneth Rose
Head of Department of VioZin
Pupil of McGibeny, Indianapolis; of Arthur Hartmann, Paris;
of George Lelimann, Berlin; of Soul^y, Prague; Formerly
Teacher Metropolitan School of Music, Indianapolis, and Con-
cert Master, Indianapolis Symphony Orcliestra.
Director, Orchestra.
Olive Carter Ross
Art History
B.A., University of Nashville; Graduate Student, Vanderbilt
University; M.A., Columbia University.
Bertha M. Ruef
French
A.B,, M.A., Vassar College; Diplome ds Professeur de Francais,
Universite de Toulouse.
Sponsor, F. F. Club, French Club, and Senior Hall, Eastern Club.
Theodora Cooley Scruggs
English
B.A.. Wellesley College; M.A., Vanderbilt University; Further
Graduate Study, Vanderbilt University.
Betty Jane Sehmann
Physical Education
B.S., Texas State College for Women; M.A , C-lvmbia Uni-
versity.
Sponsor, Twentieth Century Club.
Mary Wynne Shackelford
Director, School of Art
Graduate, Art Academy of Cincinnati; Graduate, Pratt Institute,
Department of Fine and Applied Arts; Special Student, New
York School of Fine and Applied Arts in New York and Paris.
Sponsor, Art Club.
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Susan S. Souby
English
B.S., M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers.
Sponsor, Penstaff Club.
Mary Caltha Stigall
English and Sociology
A.B., Randolph-Macon College; M.A.,
lumbla University.
Sponsor, Founders Hall.
Teachers College, Co-
Amelie Throne
Piano
Pupil of Maurice Aronson, Vienna: of Josef Lhevinne. Berlin;
of Sigismund Stojowski, New York; of Harold Bauer. New-
York.
Pauline Sherwood Townsend
Director, School of Expression
Graduate, New England Conservatory; Postgraduate, Boston
School of Expression; Special courses in New York, Chicago,
and Boston.
Roy Underwood
Director of Conservatory and Head of Piano Department
BMus., Bethany College, Fellowship Student. Juillard Founda-
tion, Three Years; Pupil of Mollie Margolies, Oliver Denton,
Alexander Siloti; Associate, Alberti Studios, New York; As-
sociate Professor of Piano, University of Kansas.
Ruby Van Hooser
Religion and Sociology
B.A., Athens College; Graduate, Scarritt College for Christian
Workers: Graduate Student, University of Chicago; M.A., Co-
lumbia University.
Sponsor, Y. W. C. A.
^ /
Berta Lee Ward
Spanish
B.A.. University of Conception, Chile; B.A., M.A., University
of Texas.
Sponsor, Spanish Club.
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Evelyn Widell
Che?iiis(r!/
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; B.A., Vandei'bilt University.
Catherine Winnia
Expression
B S., George Peabody College lor Teacher.s; M.A.. Columbia
University.
Margaret Wright
Biology
B.A., Vand3rbilt University; Graduate, George Peabody College
for Teacheis.
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Boarding Student Council
The Boarding Student Council is composed of a group of girls who embody the concept of student
government on the campus. They are elected by the boarding students and represent each of the
school units. The purpose of the council is to help each girl to fit herself for membership in the
community, both by attitude and deed.
Officers
President Peggy Smith
First Vice-President Joan Butteffield
Second Vice-President Letitia Breese
Secretary Kathryn Vaughn
High School Representative Martha Roth
Proctors
First Semester
Nora Bickerstaff
Helen Friedlander
Martha Gilchrist
June Haldt
Margaret Richards
Marjorie Schwab
Sponsor
Proctors
Second Semester
Mary James
Elsie Jane Knafp
RowENA Lee
Clara Louise Pennington
Dorethe Pigg
Alice Berry Young
Miss Emma L Sisson
circle—Smith In group—Bickerstaff, Butterfield, Pennington, Koth, Richards, Friedlander, H., Pigg,
Haldt, Lee, Breese, Knapp, James, M., Young. Front—Smith, Vaughn
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Day Student Council
The daj' students are under school jurisdiction on or off the Ward-Belmont campus
during the hours from eight-thirtj' in the morning until two-fort.y-five in the after-
noon. Day Student Council is their governing body, and as the Boarding Student
Council tries to aid the girls who come under its influence, so does this group assist
its citizens. The members are elected by popular vote.
Officers
President Anne Steac-^ll
First Vice-President Margaret Glasgow
Second Vice-President Martha Wade
Secretary Sue Craig
High School Representatives Martha Bryan, Corinne Howell
Proctor, First Semester Jean Ann Allen
Proctor, Second Semester Jane Chadwell
Sponsor Miss Mary E. Cayce
In circle—Steagall. Front row—Allen, Craig, Bryan, Howell, Chadwell, Wade, Steagall,
Glasgow.
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Y. W. C. A.
One of the most versatile organizations on the campus is the "Y." Its purpose is to
help the modern girl coordinate the spiritual side with the scholastic side of her
school year. The "Y" has charge of Sunday night vespers, and through these meetings
the students are introduced to various well-known speakers from all over the country,
as well as numerous ministers from the city of Nashville. These evening services are
non-sectarian, but through them the girls hope to gain some definite life goal from the
ideals and philosophies presented to them by a number of persons.
A flag raising service on Armistice Day, many talks advocating peace, and the Thurs-
day Forum, to which the student body is always most cordially invited, are all out-
growths of the "Y."
Officers
President Ella Maud Manly
First Vice-President LaVerne McMurtry
Second Vice-President Mary Huck
Secretary Nancy Pat Hamilton
Treasurer Eva Jones
Sporisor Mtss Ruby Van Hooser
III circle—Manly. In group—Shanklin, Richards, Friedlander, McMurtry, Miss Van Hooser,
Sponsor, Rollins, Jones, Glenn, Lineberger, Vaughn, Gilchrist, Doherty, Schrader, Redmond,
Curfman. In joreground—Manly, Hamilton.
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Chimes
Chimes, a new undertaking in the way of literary achievement, was established
November 15, 1936. The first issue was distributed one month after its founding. Even
though it is still in comparative infancy, the magazine has achieved its purpose by
establishing an outlet for the writing endeavors of literary-minded girls.
Chimes is a quarterly publication and contains poems, clever incidents, essays, short
stories, and editorials.
Staff
Editor Grace Benedict
Associate Editors Elsie Jane Knapp, Anne Ganier,
Charlotte Kinney, Betty Redmond
Art Editor Belle Vanderbilt
Business Manager Nancy Chaney
Sponsor Miss Linda Rhea
Technical Adviser Miss Mai Flournoy Van Deren
In circle—Benedict. First row—Miss Rhea. Sponsor, Benedict, Knapp. Second row—Vanderbilt,
Redmond.
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The Hyphen
A buzz of activity envelops the Hyphen Office each Thursday of the school year for
that is "press day." Much fun and work are mixed together as the newspaper of Ward-
Belmont, whose name—The Hyphen—symbolizes the union of the two schools Ward
and Belmont, prepares for the girls information on current international affairs, sports,
and the better movies, to say nothing of the campus activities and anecdotes.
Tuesday is always an important "red letter day" for the papers are in the boxes and
there is a mad dash for the post office.
Staff
.._
Editor Mary Aubyn Townsend
- ' - Associate Editor Carolyn McKenzie
Day Student Editor Jean Burk
News Editor Letitia Breese
Circulation Manager Louise Curfman
Reporters and Feature Writers
Alice Holt Morgan, Margaret Loxley, Jane Negbaur. Belle Vanderbilt. Bettie
Gill. Mary James. Mary Love. Jean Armitage. Marjorie Rushton. Alice Berry
Young, Ruth Bennett. Clare Knight. Alice Schwartz. Arlene Hoier. Ann Ward
DOBBIE. NORVELL Cox. RuBY Sacalowsky. Jeanne Frazee. Silky Ragsdale
Mary Ann Prothro, Blanche Brooks. Jane Byrne. Jane Logue Betty
ANCY LiNEBERCER, JUNE GUNN, HELEN FRIEDLANDER, MaBEL RoLLINS.
Office Help
Martha Jane and Mary Jo Phillips
Miss Mai Flournoy Van Deren
In circle—Townsend, In group, first row. seated—Phillips Twins, Breese, James, M., James, B.
Second row, seated—Byrne, Rollins, Negbaur, L:ncoln, Cox, Curfman, Bennett, Hoier, Young,
Loxley Standing—Armitage, Bryan, Logue, Gunn, Love, Brooks, Dobbie, Knight, Sagalowsky,
Schwartz, Gill, Ragsdale, Burk, Townsend, McKenzie, Miss Van Deren, Adviser.
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The Milestones
In carrying out this year's theme of the Milestones, the staff has endeavored to com-
pile a book which will give the Ward-Belmont girl of 1938 a journal of her activities
and which will show the girls of other years what progress and changes the school has
made. More of a memory book than ever, this twenty-fifth anniversary annual appeals
to the remembrances of all who have been students here, and to both those "old girls"
and "new girls" who hold dear familiar characteristics of Ward-Belmont.
Staff
Editor Jane Byrne
Business Manager Helen Galbraith
Day Student Editors Martha Greene, Jean Ewin3
Associate Editor Ann Ward
High School Representative Dorothy Lehrer
Photographic Editor June Williams
Associate Photographic Editor Nannie Hainje
Art Editor Belle Vanderbilt
Adviser Miss Mai Flouency Van DzsrN
In circle — Byrne. Front row — Ward, Vanderbilt, Byrne, Greene. Second
Galbraith, Williams, Miss Van Deren, Sponsor.
row — Lehrer,
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The Athletic Association
Made up of the girls most interested in sports, the Athletic Association has a definite
purpose in its organization, which is that of promoting fair play, sportsmanship, and
spirit.
Membership is open to any student in the school. However, to be active in the asso-
ciation, one must be named as a member of a varsity or make the number of points
required by playing on club teams. By merely paying dues a girl may become a
participating member.
In the early spring the active members entertained with their annual party, and teams
from the various halls played each other in friendly competition. An especially in-
teresting part of the evening's fun was the game between the faculty members and
Senior Hall. Ping-pong, volleyball, badminton, and basketball were the sports offered
for competitive play.
Officers
Pustclent
V}ce-Picsident
Societal y
Tieasuiei
Gcntial Manager
AsststoHt Manager
Sponsot
Blanche Brooks
Arlene Hoier
. Anita Williamson
Jean Ewing
Marzee Boyd
Ada Moseley
Miss Catherine Morrison
In circle—Brooks. Front roiv—Phillips, Mary Jo, Brooks, Phillips, Martha Jane. Mattuevvs.
Second roio—Boyd, Pearson, Moseley. Third roio—Vandever, Ewing, Clark, Norris. Fourth
row—Williamson, Wright, Turner, Hoier, Lincoln.
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Wordsmith Club
Selected for their outstanding originality of expression in composition members of
Wordsmith have attained a much coveted goal. The girls meet once a month on Sun-
day, and across the tea table discuss and give helpful criticism for each other's work.
This industrious young group reminds one of Benjamin Franklin and his Tuesday eve-
ning gathering of literary friends, whose purpose was the same as that of the Wordsmith.
Officers
President, First Semester Jean Ewino
President, Second Semester Alice Schwartz
Vice-President Mary Jeannette Bennett
Sjmnsor Miss Ellene Ransom
/)i ci?-c(e—EwiNG. In grour)—Schwartz, Miss Ransom, Sponsor. Second roir—Bufk, Bennett,
Benedict, Ewing. Back row—Frazee, Smith, Fox.
Page Thirty-Four
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Penstaff Club
Composed of a group of girls with definite literary talents, Penstaff Club corresponds in
the high school division to the Wordsmith Club of the college. Membership is limited
and considered from the standpoint of a meritorious theme, poem, or story which is
submitted to the group. Names are not written on any of the papers and the work is
judged wholly for its individuality and original achievement.
Penstaff meets every other Wednesday in the home of one of the day student members.
The girls read their articles aloud and all join in a group discussion, offering sugges-
tions and constructive criticism.
Officers
President M.'^rgaret Noland
Vice-President Sue Craig
Secretary-Treasurer Nancy Perry
Sponsor Mrs. Susan S. Souby
In circle—Noland. Front row—Perry, Noland, Mrs. Souey. Sponsor, Craig, Carter. Second
row—Stahlman, Henley, Ryer, Sangree, Stone. Third row—Aldridge, Blount, Smith, Tucker,
Hardeman, Davis. Howell.
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French Club
The members of the French Club meet once a month in the various clubhouses to play
games, talk, and read in French. The girls are taught to fully appreciate the value
and beauty of the "language of diplomats."
Early in the spring the club gave a bridge party, at which all bidding and table conver-
sation was done in French.
The club is under the able supervision and guidance of Miss Bertha Ruef and Miss
Elizabeth Chitwood, who entertain the girls with personal experiences and lectures
on France and its customs.
Officers
President Ione McKnight
Vice-Preside7it NoRVELi, Cox
Secretary RUTH RiCE
Sponsors Miss Bertha Ruef, Miss Elizabeth Chitwood
I™ circle — McKnight. In group, first roio — Amonette, Hobbie, Thomas, Rice, McKnight,
WooLWiNE, Cox, Norris. McConnell, Dixon. Second row—Morrow, Vaughn, Vandever, Weir,
Chaney, Benedict, Schrader, Orr. Kennedy. Third row—Herald, Wood, Ford, J. Thompson, L.
Thompson, Schaefer, .Shanklin, M. Chaney, Evans, Harke", Bennett, West, Haydon. Fourth
row—Hainje, Burnett, Mastin, Russe, Fielding, Forsythe, Jarvis, Kassel, Woodruff, Schwartz.
Fifth row, standing—Walker, Parker, Thompson, Prideau, James, Hyland, Bennett. Sixth row,
standing—Noland, Young, Caldwell, Bryan, S. Csaig, O. Craig, Miss Ruef, Sponsor. Mi.ss Chit-
wood, Sponsor, Williams, Turner, Gorton, Robb, Breazeale.
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Spanish Club
Current events and national problems of Spain are the topics discussed in the language
of that country at the meetings of the Spanish Club the second Frida}' of each month.
In the early spring the members met at Mr. Donner's home where thej' enjoj'ed seeing
motion pictures of interesting scenes about the Ward-Belmont campus, as well as
hearing an entertaining lecture in Spanish.
Officers
President Walton Shanklin
Vice-President Joan Schrader
Secretary Marzee Boyd
Sponsors Miss Berta Lee Ward, Mr. Donner
^dS*" .--. l!.
In circle—Shanklin. In group, first row—Bunger, Evans, DriEW, Campbell, Trimble, Byrne,
Cochran. Second row—Lincoln, Phillips, M. Jane, Phillips, Mary- J., Roth, Lustgarten, Gum-
bin, Richards, Flowers. Third row—Ragsdale, Breese, Lineberger. Van Pelt, Mr. Donner and
Miss Ward, Sponsors, Block, Manly, Vaughn, Schwab, James. Fourth roiv—Harper, Redford,
DuVernet, Shanklin, Morrow, Robertson, Pennington, Hargis, Schrader.
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German Club
Interest in the language, customs, and thoughts of Germany brought about the or-
ganization of the German Club in November of last year. Since then the group has
participated in many activities and has successfully stimulated interest in the meetings
by speaking German during the whole time the members are together. Several din-
ners in the typical style of the "Old Country" have been enjoyed as well as a hike
this spring through the outskirts of the city.
Officers
President
Sponsor
Ruth Jamison
Miss Dorothy Dietrich
r-
In circle—Ruth Jamison. Fro?i( row;—Hinman, Buescher. Bates, Miss Dietrich, Sponsor, Renger,
CURFMAN, Second rouj—Williamson, Recier, Ruse, Breazeale. Third roir—Forsythe, Hainje,
Dredla, Carter.
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The Art Club
Stimulating an interest in the finer arts is the purpose of the Art Club on this cam-
pus. A number of girls interested in photography have also affiliated with this group.
During the year the club has been responsible for many educational and excellent
exhibits, along with an interesting illustrated talk on the rudiments of photography
bv a specialist in the field. In the late fall, the members entertained with a tea in
"Rec" hall for their friends, the faculty, and the household. A group of illustrated
manuscripts was exhibited to the delight of the guests. In April, the club sponsored
the Southern Printmakers exhibit on its appearance in Nashville.
Officers
President M'vrtha Lou Gorton
Vice-President Belle Vanderbilt
Treasurer Rae Friedlander
Secretary Bettie Ann Moon
Sponsor Miss Mary W-iNNE Shackelford
In circle—Gorton. In group, first row—Shindel, Lundy, Hainje, Moorhouse, Prim, Yochum, Moon,
Waggoner, Gorton, Friedlander, Vanderbilt, Amonette, McKenzie, Neisler, Schwartz, Philups.
Second row—Bollinger, Hamer, Moss, Loxley, Petty, Williamson, Forsythe, Lehrer, Dodson,
HiATT, Negbaur, Redmond, Buchanan, Banigan, Collier, Norris, Burnett, Ford. Third row—
Paty, Frazee, Schaefer, Hamilton, Stacey, M. Wingate, Gumbin, Smith, L. Jones, Schrader,
Shanklin, Schroer, Haldt, Walsh, Ansley. Fourth row—Hanson. Cooke, E. Wingate, Brown,
Wood, McKenzie, Langerfeld, Fullington, Roth, Harper, Miller. Edwards. Burnett, Buchanan.
Mastin, Sprowl, Alexander.
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Mathematics Club
Composed of students interested in the origin and application of the subject, members
of the Math Club meet once each month in the various clubhouses to play mathe-
matical games and to discuss mathematical problems. It is a comparatively new
organization, founded in 1935, but under the guiding and patient hand of Miss Clement
the club has increased its membership considerably over last year.
Officers
President Genelle Buescher
Secretary Marjorie Glenn
Sponsor Miss Mary Dean Clement
III circle
—
Genelle Bueschek. In grouji, first row—Gunthel, Yochum, Fay, Jarvis, Kassel, Miss
Clement, Sponsor, Ragsdale, Hayter, Moorhouse, Hainje, Herald. Second row—Newton, Lovett,
Greer. Loxley, Jehle, Collier, Erganbright, Garmany, Hinman, Williamson, Gill. Third row—
James, Prideaux, Breazeale, Woodruff, Hobbie, Motley. Woolwine, Lindfors, Horne, Doty,
BuNGER, Broyles. Fourth row—Mastin, Buchanan, Wright, Jones, Du Vernet, Shanklin, Mc-
Kenzie, Schrader.
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Ward-Belmont Orchestra, 1937
Orchestra
Under the expert leadership of Mr. Rose the Ward-Behiiont
Orchestra, widely known in music circles, presents to its
admirers the classical orchestrations at their best. As is tire
annual custom the concert this year was given on April 14 to
an appreciative audience.
President June Hyland
Sponsor Mr. Kenneth Rose
Captivators
While the sympliony orchestra appeals to our aestlietic tastes
the Captivators stress the popular tunes of the day. Their
Thursday night dancing, chapel, and gym dance programs have
secured for them a place in the campus life.
Lower circle: Gordy.
GoRDY, Bollinger,
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Officers
Elaine Baker
Mr. Dalton
In circle—Baker. At piano—Miss Gray. Director—Mr. Dalton. First row—Steiner.
Love. White, Huck, Williams. Baites. Gilchrist. Breazeale. Baker. Porter. Hiatt. Schafer,
Gill. Robb. Evans. Dredla. Thomas. Hood. Strickland. Butler, Reutlinger. Sober,
I, Kemp. Terry. Second roio—Scott. Hyland, Bollinger. Taylor. Bennett. Lundy.
RoTUNDi, Byrne. Schrader. Shanklin. Renger. Redmond. Ide. Knight. Peters. Harris,
Crockett. De Weese. Nev Prothro.
In the Glee Club those girls who do not take the regular music courses may find an outlet for their
talents. Under the direction and leadership of Mr. Dalton, the girls gave a concert on December 5
before the Christmas holidays. From among the members a selected few are chosen to sing in the choir
for Wednesday chapel services.
Expression
The recognition that Ward-Belmont's expression department has gained is maintained each year by its
presentation of three plays which are opened to the public. This year's traditional Christmas play
was "Eager Heart," set in a background significant of the season. At Easter they gave "Thy King-
dom Come," especially written by Miss Townsend, and their third production was "Twelfth Night,"
as this year's Shakespearean play, Tlie dramatics are all under the expert supervision of Miss
Pauline Sherwood Townsend and Mi.-^.-- Catherine Winnia.
Annual Easter Pageant including all members of the First Year Expression Class
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'Zealous, yet modest; innocent, though
free;
Patient of toil; serene amidst alarms;
Inflexible in faith; int'incible in arms."
MILESTONES
Hockey
Three hockey teams came through the regular season undefeated and
unscored on: the Tri K's, T. C.'s, and Angkor's. The T. C.'s drew the Tri K's
for the semifinals and won over them 3-1, playing in the snow. The next
week saw the T. C.'s go on to defeat the Angkor's in the finals and win the
cup. The score of the finals was unusually low, 1-0. At the half neither
team had scored, but Jane Jarvis socked the only tally into the cage in
the closing minutes of the second half. The hard-hitting T. C. defense,
paced by Aubyn Townsend, and the swift Angkor forward line, led by
Grace Benedict, were the outstanding features.
Although there were four teams that failed to score at all, there were
many exceptional players. Lamiza Pearson, Anita Williamson. Harriet
Orr, Corinne Howell, Virginia Graves, and Sarah Logue were the leading
day student players, while Nancy Doherty, Jean Haman, Gertrude
Schroer, Eloise Turner, Bess Moore, Mary Jane Dobbie, Charlotte Kinney,
aiid Belle Vanderbilt were outstanding boarders.
The Senior-Senior Middle game, the climax of the season, was a close
combat, both teams being about equal in strength. In the first half the
Senior Mids were successful in scoring a goal, but the Seniors could not
penetrate the opposing defense. In the second half the Seniors came back
to tie the score 1-1 with their only goal. Although the Senior Middles
were unable to score again, they outplayed the Seniors throughout the
game.
^
The Junior-Junior-Middle game was comparatively uninteresting, al-
though the fast Junior line succeeded in scoring two goals, while the de-
fense, centering around Anita Williamson, prevented the Junior-Middle
team from even threatening. Both squads showed lack of cooperation in
their passing. Outstanding individual players were Corinne Howell, Dottie
Lehrer, and Mamie Edwards.
f^'AIS.
Front row—Edwards. Ragland, Graves. Back row—Orr, Henderson, Roberts, Wil-
liamson, Howell, Doherty, Schroer, Lehrer.
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The club scores for the season were:
AGORA
Agora 3—X. L. 1
Agora 0—Triad
Agora 0—A. K. 4
ANGKOK
Angkor 6—Anti-Pan
Angkor 3—Del Vers
Angkor 2—F. F.
AEISTON
Ariston —Eccowasin 2
Ariston 0—T. C. 4
Ariston 0—Tri K 6
ECCOWASIN
Eccowasin 2—Ariston
Eccowasin 3—F. F.
Eccowasin 1—Osiron 2
OSIKON
Osiron 2—Eccowasin 1
Osiron —Del Vers
Osiron —Anti-Pan (default)
T. C.
T. C. 6—Triad
T. C. 4—Ariston
T. C. 6—Penta Tau
TRI K
Tri K 5—F. F.
Tri K 4—Del Vers
Tri K 6—Ariston
A. K.
A. K. 2—Penta Tau 2
A. K. 8—Anti-Pan
A. K. 4—Agora
ANTI-PAN
Anti-Pan —Angkor 6
Anti-Pan 0—A. K. 8
Anti-Pan —Osiron (default)
DEL VERS
Del Vers 0—Osiron
Del Vers 0—Tri K 4
Del Vers 0—Angkors 3
F. F.
F. F. 0—Tri K 5
F. F. 0—Angkor 2
F. F. —Eccowasin 3
PENTA TAU
Penta Tau 2—A. K. 2
Penta Tau 0—T. C, 6
Penta Tau 2—X. L. 3
TRIAD
Tr ad 0--T. C. 6
Trlad 0--Ag ora
Triad 1--X. L. 2
X. L.
X. L. 1--A,s ora 3
X. L. 2--Trlad 1
X. L. 3--Penta Tau 2
;?,£' •;»'^:
First row Benedict, Pearson, Jarvis, Butterfield. Second row
—Kinney, Gordy,
Moore, Turner, Townsend, Dobbie.
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Basketball
The exciting basketball season was ended with the final game between
the Angkor's and the T. C.'s which proclaimed the former victorious by a
score of 25 to 19. Both teams played hard, fast games with excellent
teamwork and close cooperation. Well-timed shots for baskets made by
Townsend highlighted the game, while Smith of the Angkor's turned in
the highest scoring points for her team.
As the tournament entered the third preliminary rounds, four club teams
remained undefeated: the Tri K, Del 'Vers, T. C, and Angkor.
The Del Vers-Tri K game proved to be one of the most spectacular of the
year, and both teams battled, evenly matched, to a final score of 17 to 11
with the Del Vers in the lead. Wright and Dembinsky played brilliant
games for the Del Vers, and their excellent guarding did much to uphold
the defense. In the Del Vers-Angkor game, which was a hard fought
triumph for the Angkor's, the closing score was 29 to 6. Wild passes and
numerous interceptions lost the game for the Del Vers; however there
was spectacular playing by Voigt, Fults, and Wright. Smith, Benedict,
and Burk were outstanding players for the Angkor team.
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Climaxing the season were the interclass games, in which the Seniors
tied the Senior-Mids in a startling game of passes. The score was 24 to 24,
and in the midst of the colorful decorations and enthusiastic cheering
of the spectators, both sides turned in sportsmanlike performances. Par-
ticular credit goes to Townsend, Boyd, and Logue of the Seniors, and to
Williams, Steiner, and Austin of the Senior-Mids for outstanding playing.
The Juniors defeated the Junior-Mids by a score of 22 to 15, and the fine
work of Ragland and Williamson of the Juniors, and Lincoln, Talbott, and
Lustgarten for the Junior-Mids added color and spirit to the game.
The varsities chosen for the year were as follows:
College
Marjorie Carter
Sarah Logue
Mary Wallace Austin
Jane Wright
Charlotte Kinney
June Williams
High School
Helen McMurray
Gertrude Scliroer
Shelly Cabell
Elizabeth Ragland
Anita Williamson
Elizabeth Zerfoss
College Varsity—Carter, S. Logue, Austin, Wright, Kinney, Williams.
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Riding
The annual Fall Riding Show was sponsoi'ed this year by the Turf and
Tanbark Club. An added attraction was the featured costume ride in
which the various clubs were competing for honors. The Tri K's placed
first, with Elizabeth Crawford, portraying Uncle Sam, mounted on Rex.
Second place went to the Penta Tau's who showed a Russian Court scene
in which Betty McConnell was up on Dan. The Del Vers' came in third
with the March of the Tin Soldiers which showed Arlene Hoier riding
San Toi. Fourth prize went to the F. F."s for a pioneer scene in which
Peggy Brower rode Brown Jug.
The management class was easily won by June Williams riding Capers.
Ann Talbott placed second on Little Jack and Pauline Culbertson was
third on Cigarette. For the more experienced riders the pair class offered
a chance to display expert horsemanship. Alice Mary Drew and Elizabeth
Crawford, riding Sail Toi and Rex. took first place, while second were Jane
Jarvis and Peggy Brower on Broiun Jug and Lady Mary. In the inter-
mediate class the blue ribbon was awarded to Peggy Pinkney, second place
went to Helen Juttemeyer, and Jane Thompson placed third. In the be-
ginner's class, made up of girls who had just begun to ride this fall.
First .row—Haldt, Shanklin, Hoier, Vandever, McConnell, Rogers, Langerfeld, Miss
Camilla Nance. Second row—Brower, Cohen, Blount, Williams, Breazeale, Drew.
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Frances Lindfors took first place, second place was awarded to Elsie Jane
Knapp, and third to Charlotte Baites. Some unusually fine riding was
exhibited in the advanced three-gaited class. Elizabeth Crawford captured
her third blue ribbon of the day. Peggy Brower was second on Little Jack,
and Jane Jarvis placed third on San Toi.
The closing event was a drill exhibition by a group of certificate students
including Elizabeth Crawford, June Haldt, Arlene Hoier, Pat Langerfeld,
Betty McConnell, Peggy Brower, Walton Shanklin, and Eleanor Vandever.
The silver pitcher, presented to the Turf and Tanbark Club by Mrs.
Corinne Wooten Miller for them to present in turn to the club winning
the Fall Horse Show, was awarded to the Tri K's.
The Spring Horse Show featured jumping, expertly done, by both begin-
ners and advanced pupils. The riding cup was presented to the Penta Tau's,
who had the highest number of riding points for the year.
The committee in charge of the horse shows was composed of Miss Sisson,
official judge of events. Mr. Benedict in charge of presenting the awards,
and Miss Nance acting as ringmaster.
f'rf"' A
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Mounted-BROWER, Rogers, Haldt, Vandever, Hoier, Shanklin McConnell,
Drew,
Langerfeld, Morrow. Standing-CoHEN. Blount, Flowers, Vaughn,
Culbertson,
Breazeale, Stacy, Jehle. Not pictured—Frances Lindfors.
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Tennis
As the fall athletic season opened many girls were attracted by the lure
of the net and racquet. Clubs urged their members to sign up for the
tournament, and balls began to fly back and forth across the courts.
The quarter-finals ended with Townsend, Leavell, Hyland, and Benedict
in the running. Campbell was forced to bow to the accuracy of Hyland's
strokes with the score at the end of their fast game, 6-1, 6-1, while Sally
Matthews was eliminated in a well-played match against Benedict by a
score of 6-2, 3-6, 6-1.
As the semi-finals progressed, Charlotte Kinney lost a hard-fought game
to Grace Benedict. June Hyland played an equally accurate game, but
Aubyn's powerful strokes were aimed a little too keenly for her opponent.
Finalists, Tennis Singles—Benedict, runner-up; Townsend, winner
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Her smashing serves were so placed that they were impossible to return,
and when the game ended, the score was 6-1, 6-3.
Grace Benedict, last j'ear's victor, held out until the finals, but again
Mary Aubyn Townsend's powerful forehand was difficult to overcome,
and the game ended spectacularly with the score standing 5-7, 6-4, 6-4.
The playing was fast, and the serves without more than minor faults.
Townsend shot her balls with accuracy, displaying excellent form and
her characteristic force.
In the spring tennis again returned to the fore, and a doubles tournament
was sponsored by the Athletic Association.
-liiialists, Tennis Singles—Hyland, Kinney.
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Dancing
Toe, tap, acrobatic, ballet or ballroom dancing are all open to any girl in school
who cares to learn. During the year several recitals are given by the students of
the department, but this year an exceptional bit of entertainment was provided by
Elaine Baker's diploma recital in which she was assisted by other members of the
advanced classes. Always ready and willing. Miss Delaney and the department are
valuable to every organization on campus because of the cooperation they give in
working out varied programs.
May Day, whose program is almost wholly made up of special dances, is a fitting
climax to a busy and eventful year for the dancers.
Swimming
Competition ran righ in the annual swimming meet held on March 14 this year.
Opportunity for individual display of prowess and technique in the water was offered
and Jane Wright was winner in the individual honors for the second year in suc-
cession, with high score of 33%, Gorton was second with 15 Vz points, and Hoier third
with 14%.
The club ratings ran exceptionally high this year, and Del Vers took the lead with
50 1/2 points, second were the Tri K's with 21 4 5 points, and third were the Agora's
with 21%. Jane Wright made a new record, exceeding the one set by her last year
in the 150-foot free style relay. The time was 29.6.
Water polo received such enthusiastic response last year that it was offered again
this term as an extracurricular sport. Toward the end of school the Seniors
played the Senior-Mids in a fast and enthusiastic game.
it
A
Jane Wright, Individual Winner, Swimming Meet 1938
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Bowling
The fourth round of an interclub bowling season ended with the Eccowasin Club
victorious. Following close behind were the Angkor's, Osiron's, and T. C.'s in second,
third, and fourth place, respectively. The Eccovvasin's won by a score of 1452, a few
points behind them were the Angkor's with a score of 1427, Osiron's 1409, and T. C.'s
1378. The scores were on an average of from five to ten points higher than last year's
marks, and the leading club teams were exceptionally well-matched. Final scores
of the fourth and deciding round were Eccowasin 1864, Angkor 1852, Osiron, 1848,
and T. C. 1831.
Among the individual scorers who rolled high games were Helen McMurray,
Eccowasin, with a score of 195; Ethel Doherty, Penta Tau, was second with 165;
and third place was won by Mary Morel, also an Eccowasin, who bowled 161. In
the third round Charlotte Kinney, a T. C, was outstanding with high score of 160.
Helen DuVernet rolled 138 for the Osiron's and Jean Ewing, Eccowasin, was third
with a score of 128.
Varsities were chosen from among those girls who had bowled high scores through-
out the season. They were as follows:
College
Charlotte Kinney
Barbara Morrow
Mary Morel
Ethel Doherty
High School
Nancy Doherty
Martha Bryan
Helen McMurray
Katherine Edwards
Fencing
The delicate art of fencing is one of the most popular sports offered to the girls.
Miss Sehmann, during the winter months, has taught many of these who were
interested in acquiring grace and poise to know the meaning of "En garde; cut over
and lunge; and parry sixth."
igh School Bowling Varsity — Mc-
[URRAY, N. Doherty, Bryan, and Ed-
wards.
College Bowling Varsity—Kinney, Morrow, Morel.
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Spring Sports
As the winter sport season closes and the bowUng alley and gymnasium
become deserted, spring offers many opportunities to take advantage of
the warm sun and fresh air. Baseball holds a favored position in the
choice of athletics, and club teams have been organized under capable
managers. Mornings are spent in practice, and the girls enter each game
with equal enthusiasm. Those interested in gaining speed and muscle co-
ordination have chosen track as their elective. Although archery is a
less strenuous sport, it has proved very popular, calling for skill and
aiding toward good posture, while golf, an old favorite, gives the girls a
chance to brush up on their form for the summer.
^^&»2^'''i'*^*-> -^ '-^ " .i-
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"Genteel in personage, conduct, and
equipage;
Noble by heritage, generous and free."
AGORA
CLUB
Officers
President Millie Regier
Vice-President Laura May Thompson
Secretary Thelma White
Sponsor Miss Gertrude Casebier
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Ilstabrook Fielding Flowfi-s
Hinman Hoelscher Huibt
Regier Taylor Thompson
Weible White Williamson
Agora Club
The Agora's are noted for being excellent hostesses, and the success of their many social activities
during the school year is proof of this. Before Christmas the girls gave an open house. At Christmas
they entertained a group from the Tennessee Children's Home with a party in the clubhouse. Before
the holidays they also gave a coffee honoring the faculty, with the table decorated in green and
white, the club colors. Early in the spring they entertained their sister club, the A. K.'s, with a
skating party followed by dinner in the clubhouse. Later in the season they gave a tea dance
for members and their guests. Several times during the year the girls gave breakfasts in the house
for the members.
The Agora's also had an interest in sports as was shown by their various teams of hockey, basket-
ball, bowling, and baseball.
Jane Anderson
Elizabeth Aspinall
Mary Jeanette Bennett
Nancy Biossat
Betty Broyles
Helen Estabrook
Mary Virginia Fielding
Barbara Flowers
Alice Forsythe
Mary Buford Francis
Jeanne Frazee
Members
Martha Lou Gorton
Marie Graham
Adaline Hayden
Genevieve Hinman
Caroline Hoelscher
Joan Hurst
Betty Kennedy
Martha Metcalf
June Miller
Myra Moore
Betty Ann Moon
Betty Neisler
Kathleen Propst
Millie Margaret Regier
Jean Taylor
Laura May Thoivipson
Betsy von Seggern
Henrietta Weible
Thelma Leigh White
Margaret Willia
Alice Berry Youn
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A. K.
CLUB
llmwn Butler Butterfield
iL:ndley Gore Gumbin
Lowry McKenzie Morrison
NoRVELL Cox, President; Dr. Linda Rhea, Sponsor
Officers
President Norvell Cox
Vice-President Joan Butterfield
Secretary Patricia Langerfeld
Treasurer Martha Jane Phillips
Sponsor DR. Linda Rhea
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A. K. Club
All 'Round Klub, A. K., has been active in various campus affairs. The members went on a week
end at White Bluff early in the fall. Later in the season they entertained with an open house.
After Christmas they gave a gym dance for their friends in which the decorations carried out the
spirit of the old-fashioned carnival and circus. The members dressed as freaks in a side show, and
there was everything from the half-man half-woman to the fat lady. In a secluded corner of the
gym. "Gypsy'' Helen Friedlander told fortunes. The colors of the club, green and white, were carried
out in the decorations at the tea given for the faculty in the winter. Later in the spring the mem-
bers entertained with a picnic for their sister club, the Agora's. At Christmas time they gave a
party for the Tennessee Children's Home, bringing their guests to the clubhouse where they played
games and exchanged gifts around the tree.
The A. K.'s have also been active in sports, and sponsored organized teams in hockey, basketball,
bowling, and other important activities on the campus.
Betty Brown
Joan Butterfield
Marie Cochran
Bernice Cohen
NoRVELL Cox
Helen Friedlander
Mary Jane Garivian
Geraldine Glick
Elizabeth Gridley
Mary Elizabeth Gore
Members
June Haldt
Margaret Harris
June Hawkins
Allison Hearne
Esther Hood
Patricia Langerfeld
WiLMA Gail Lowry
Carolyn McKenzie
Martha Morrison
Helen Moore
Marjorie Orr
Martha Ann Paty
Martha Jane Phillips
Mary Jo Phillips
Ruby Estelle Sa
Bo : Sm
Belle Va
Elizabeth Wing
Wing
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CLUB
Bryan
Greene
Ragland
Miss Katherine Hatcher. Sponsor: Sally Matthews, President
Officers
President Sally Matthews
Vice-President Jane Cornelius
Secretary Martha Bryan
Treasurer Matilda Gibson
Sponsor Miss Catherine Hatcher
Sponsor Miss Katherine Hatcher
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Angkor Club
The Angkor's have been one of the most enthusiastic of the day-student clubs. The name is derived
from the Temple of Angkor in India, significant of a group meeting place. Blue and white are the
club colors.
During the year the girls have participated in all the sports, winning the basketball tournament by a
large margin. Both the hockey and bowling teams played in the finals of their respective sports.
Not only are the girls outstanding in athletic activities, but they are particularly proud of having
won the Scholarship Cup for the seventh consecutive time and the Day Student Citizenship Cup for
this year.
Kathebine Armistead
Maby Wallace Austin
Betty Baird
Jane Barton
Grace Benedict
Martha Bryan
Jean Burk
Mary Cooper
Jane Cornelius
Ernestine Crouch
Jane Davis
Betty Dodson
Mary Alene Edwards
Sally Katherine Flowers
Ann Ganier
Matilda Gibson
Members
Martha Greene
Josephine Greer
Cornelia Hay
Nancy Hill
Gene Hobbs
Ruth Holcomb
Corinne Howell
Ann Cordelia Joseph
Eddie Belle Leavell
Virginia Lee
Sarah Matthews
Alice Holt Morgan
Harriet Orr
Patsy Proctor
Ida Sue Smith
Ann Stahlivian
Mildred Stahlivian
Alice Thompson
Betty Thoivipson
Kitty Thompson
Peggy Vaughn
Marth.\ Wade
Caroleen Waggoner
Peggy Wem:yss
Jane Woodward
Peggy Wright
Mary Elizabeth Wyc
Elizabeth Zerfoss
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AnH.nettf Andrews
Ford Gunthel
McDonald MeWhorter
'^C
Barnes
Hainje
Manly
Prim
Officers
President Alice Schwartz
VxQQ-PresiAent Jane Ellen McWhorter
Secretary Eleanor Vandev:;r
Treasurer Ada Moseley
Sponsor Mrs. Helen Fidlar
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Cornelius
Herald
Morrow
Schaefer
Crockett
Kassel
Moseley
Schwartz
Davis
Lohmann
Ne\vinan
Ward
Dawes
Love
Norris
Weir
Doty
Lundy
Pinkney
Vandever
Anti-Pandora Club <^. ^i^:^^
Significant of their name, the Anti-Pan's strive to uphold loyalty, dignity, and all the things which
the curious Pandora, in the ancient fable, tried to destroy.
The girls began their social season by giving an open house. At Christmas time they gave a party
for a group of older girls from the orphan's home. In the spring the club asked Mr. and Mrs. Under-
wood to dinner, after which Mr. Underwood played many lovely selections on the piano. In early
April, the group went on a week end. and later entertained with a party for their sister club, the
Del Vers.
The Anti-Pan's were active in many of the campus sports with organized teams of basketball,
hockey, and bowling. Eleanor Vandever, the club secretary, won honors in the fall horse show.
Members
Virginia Am:onette
Jeannette Andrews
BiLLiE Barnes
Shirley Jane Byrne
Marjorie Cornelius
Betty Lou Crockett
Anna Louise Davis
Jean DA^vEs
Chatw^in Doty
Hortense Ford
Adela Gunthel
Hain
Ha
Hera
Dorothy Kassel
Betty Lohmann
Mary Love
Dorothy Lundy
Catherine McDonald
Jane Ellen McWhorter
Ella Maude Manly
Nellie Morgan
Edith Morrow
Ada Moseley
Elizabeth Newman
Susan Norris
Feci
M Prii\
Shirley
Lillian Scha
Alice Sc
Ann Ward
Feggy Weir
Eleanor Vandeve
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CLUB
Miss Nelle Major, Sponsor; Martha Ann Earthman, President
Officers
President Martha Ann Earthman
Vice-President Anita Williamson
Secretarxj Jean Tucker
Sponsor Miss Nelle Major
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Kerr
Pearscn. M.
Stone
McCarley
Robertson
Waller
Ariston Club
The yellow and white colors of the Ariston"s have delved into many campus acti\-ities. The name
is derived from the Greek word meaning "best." and the members try to live up to this ideal.
During the early spring, the Ariston's entertained jointly with the Triad's at a skating party with
dinner in the tearoom afterwards. This was given for the members of both clubs and their friends.
In the early fall, the Ariston's had the largest number of volunteers in the tennis tournament, and
they gave an admirable showing in the matches. The girls also had teams in bowling, basketball, and
hockey. In the spring swimming and baseball wera the favorite extracurricular activities.
Members
Mary Maxine B'
Martha Bradley
Ann Briggs
Elise C.
Martha Earthman
Martha Ezell
Adine Fite
Mary Kathryn Foere'
Dorothy Fry
Evangelis:
Elizabeth Hall
Mary Elizabeth
Vivian Hopton
Agnes Kerr
Y Frances Lannom
Elizabeth McCarley
McHenry
Martha Jean Maddox
Josephine Maney
Mildred Milam
Fannie Louise Miller
Mary Heron Mitchell
Mary Crockett Morton
Marion Murphy
Annie King Newman
Dorothy Noland
Margaret Noland
Jane Parker
Helen Paty
Joan Paty
Lamiza Pearson
Mary Pearson
Nancy Perry
WiLMA Reyer
Edith Robertson
Ann Smith
Aline Sm:oot
Anne Steagall
Nancy Stone
Jean Tucker
Irma Waller
Mary Olivia White
Anita Williaiwcson
Harriet Williams
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Dembinsky
Hanson, J.
McKelvey
Miss Mary Lou Ogden, Sponsor; Jane Wright, Presidcitt
Officers
President Jane Wright
Vice-President Anita Dembinsky
Secretary Mary Turkey
Treasurer Nancy Pat Hamilton
Sponsor Miss Mary Lou Ogden
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DeWeese
Hiatt
Peters
Thourlby
Doherty
Hoier
Petty
Tumey
Fults
Kemp
Thompson
Wright
Del Vers Club
The Del Vers' entered their yellow and white colors in many campus activities, and came
through the semi-finals in basl^etball. They organized teams in baseball, hockey, bowling, and
swimming.
Early in the school year the Del Vers' gave a skating party for their sister club, the Anti-Pandora.
Afterward the group met at the Del Vers house for a delicious dinner of "wieners and cokes." In
the spring the club entertained with a gym dance for their friends, and later in the season gave a
picnic for the enjoyment of the members. Two open houses were given also, and made especially
CHl 1 A I (^'^^l K . attractive by the presence of boys. At Christmas time the girls gave a basket to a poor family and
itV>j4W3t^'^^ ""...^tablished a milk fund for this same family.
avj^
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Ira Ball
Betty Jane Block
Anita Dem:binsky
Laura Demjvter
Elizabeth DeWeese
Nancy Doherty
Marion Dredla
Sally Evans
Janet Fults
Nancy Pat Hamilton
Eleanor Hanson
Members
Janet Hanson
JULIANNE HaRKER
Dorothy Hiatt
Arlene Hoier
Jane Holley
Jocelyn Ironsides
June Kemp
Jean Knappen
Helen Luhring
Sara Jane McKelvey
Evelione Meahl
Frances Peters
Hilda Petty
Virginia Ruse
Helen Sober
Virginia Thompsi
Patricia Thourlb
Mary Turney
Ka Vau
>^t
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CLUB
Ansley
Edwards
Mary Morel, President: Miss Louise Saundeks. Sponsor
Officers
President Mary Morel
Vice-President Lois Jones
Secretary Shelly Cabell
Treasurer Helen McMurray
Sponsor Miss Louise Saunders
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Eccowasin Club
Eccowasin is an Indian name that means "Be all and give all." and the emblem of the club is the
swastika, a primitive religious symbol signifying benediction, health, and good omen. These girls have
lived up to the ideals of scholarship, loyalty, and sportsmanship throughout the year. They were
among the three highest in scholarship, as well as the club winning the bowling cup. They were
also active in other sports on the campus.
They gave two luncheon meetings during the year, and a party in the gym with the Angkor's, honor-
ing the members and their friends.
Members
Jean Ann Allen
Mabtha Ansley
Mary Louise Aymard
Virginia Barrere
Betty Blackivian
Shelly Cabell
Jean Caldwell
Frances Carter
Lucy Cheatham:
Opie Craig
Mary Pope Creighton
Phoebe Douglas
Kathebine Edwards
Mary Helen Ejvimons
Jean Ewinc
Mary Farris
Katherine Franklin
Cornelia Gambill
Keith Glasgow
Margaret Glasgow^
Virginia Graves
Ann Griffin
Hilda Harlow^
Helen Hayes
ROEIN HiRSIG
Ruth Jamison
Jean Johnson
Shirley Johnson
Lois Jones
Leake
EiviJViiE Leake
Mary Agnes Lea
Mary Helen McMurray
Betty Maddin
Mary Morel
Louise Odell
Harriet Potter
Colette Rhea
Margaret Rye
Suzanne Rye
Margaret S.'^
Eve
ly Welch
Yarbrough
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CLUB
k*in;',:
Miss Bertha Ruef, Sponsor: Mary Elizabeth Kirsch, President
4^
Brower
Jesse
Motley
-^
Officers
President Mary Elizabeth Kirsch
Vice-President LaVerne McMurtry
Secretary Lois Woods
Treasurer Helen Reutlinger
Sponsor Miss Bertha Ruef
Page Seventy
The purple and lavender of the F. F. Club is on? of the well known color combinations on the cam-
pus. Named the Friendly Fifty Club, the group really upholds its chosen aim.
. Early in the school term the girls entertained with an open house, and later they gave a skating
party for their sister club, the Penta Tau's. In tha early spring, the club gave a dinner dance for
their friends. At Christmas a basket of toys was made up for the orphanage.
The F. F.'s placed among the winners in the fall horse show and had organized teams in other com-
petitive sports on the campus.
Members
Mildred Bell
Nora Bickerstaff
Peggy Brower
Martha Jean Bunger
Jean Campbell
Betsy Covington
Pauline Culbertson
Marjorie Daly
Ver.^lvnn Erganbrigh
Jeanne Fullington
Rosalba Gonzales
Shelley Ho\ve
Lelia Carter Jesse
Eva Jones
Sara Jones
Mary Elizabeth Kirsch
Patricia Knappen
Evelyn Laird
Rowena Lee
Janie Lincoln
LaVerne McMurtry
Mary Frances Motley
Elizabeth Redford
Helen Reutlinger
Billye Robertson
Jean Rogers
Mabel Rollins
Angelina Rotondi
Jim Rudder
Doris Snellings
Mae Stacy
Elizabeth Stricklan
Lois Wood
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CLUB
Aldridge Baites Bollinger
Garmany Gilchrist Glenn
McKenzie MclVIahcn Maddox
IMiss Mary Douthit, Sponsor: Nancy ;\Iui mx. I'rrsidfui
Officers
President Nancy Mulnix
Vice-President Martha Gilchrist
Secretary ' Ruth Lund
Treasurer Marjorie Glenn
Sponsor Miss Mary Douthit
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Boyd
Greer
Alarienthal
-* ^^^j^-^
Osiron Club
Laiuade
Renger
Terry
The green and white of the Osiron owls lias been well represented in many of the outstanding cam-
pus activities. The name is made from the first letter of the six words—Originality, Sincerity, Interest,
Right, Objective, and Nobleness. All these adjectives describe the organization and its members.
They entertained their sister club, the T. C.'s, with a Mexican dinner, and the table decorations, as
well as the focd, carried out the scheme of Old Mexico. Later in the season the members invited
their friends to a coffee in the clubhouse. At Christmas time the members made a donation toward
a basket to be taken to a destitute girl, ill in the hospital.
The Osirons, as a club, were active in sports, reaching the semi-finals in the bowling tournament.
Members
Frances Aldridge
Charlotte Baites
Betty Bollinger
Marzee Boyd
Sadie Buchanan-
Marian Cooke
Virginia Crow
Mary Dixon
Helen DuVernet
Necia Garmany
Marth.'\ Gilchrist
Margaret Glenn
Eleanor Greer
Jean Hayman
Betty Hodges
Eloie Jeter
Gloria Larcade
Ruth Lund
Margaret McKenzie
Dorothy McM.'^.hon
Lou Ma
Beve Ma
Jean Marienthal
Edna Moss
Nancy Mulnix
Kathryn Phillips
Rosalie Renger
Betty Anne Schafee
Katherine Shofner
Ann Talbott
Dorothy Terry
Eettv Wright
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PENTA TAU
CLUB
Armitage
Hayter
Long
Blount
Hobbie
IJOsfett \—VJ-S»J}
Breazeale
Home
Loxley
<y%r»>-a 'MCn*.
' Officers
President Edith Clark
Vice-President Peggy Shindel
Secretary Elizabeth Buchanan
Treasurer Ethel Doherty
Sponsor Miss Blanche Henry Clark
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Penta Tau Club
The fifth house in club village belongs to the Penta Tau's, hence the first part of their name, Penta,
taken from the Latin meaning fifth. Tau is derived from the first letters in the three words which
make up the club's motto—Think, Act, Use.
The Penta Tau's have delved into many campus activities during the season. The colors, rose and
gray, are very popular. The girls have done much socially, civically, and athletically.
After Christmas they gave an open house, and in the early winter entertained with a tea dance
for their sister club, the F. F.'s. Before leaving for the Christmas vacation, they gave a party in the
clubhouse for the night watchmen's children.
Athletics also claimed a large amount of the club's attention, and the Penta Tau's participated in all
of the competitive sports with enthusiasm and spirit.
Members
Jean Armitage
Mary Dexter Blount
Mary Louise Breazele
Elizabeth Buchanan
Dorothy Jean Campbel
Edith Clark
Ethel Doherty
BiLLiFAY Ellis
Elizabeth Hahn
Marv Elizabeth Haytep
Elizabeth Hobbie
Donata Hobne
June Hyland
Betty Jehle
Betsy Jones
Hele:
Frances Lindfors
Ann Lockhart
Lucille Long
Betty Lovett
Margaret Loxley
Lucy Mastin
Betty McConnell
Martha Ann Medders
Joyce Mersfelder
Emily Miller
Ann Elizabeth Newton
Marjorie Rushton
Peggy Shindel
Jane Smothebman
Katherine Walsh
Sara Wilson
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Miss Betty Jane Sehmann, Sponsor: BECK-i Bates, Ptcsident
Officers
President Becky Bates
Vice-President Genelle Buescher
Secretary Jane Jarvis
Treasurer Silky' Ragsdale
Sponsor Miss Betty Jane Sehmann
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Gaddis
Kinney
Robertson
Woodruff
Twentieth Century Club
This modern club, the Twentieth Century, h^
cup, playing in the finals in basketball, and wi
5 bean \'ery adept in sports, winning the coveted hockey
rking up to the finals in bowling.
Their social calendar displays the originality and modernness of the club's members as hostesses,
as well as athletes. They entertained with a gym dance for their friends, calling it the Storybook
Ball. Everyone came dressed as characters from well-known books, and a prize was given for the best
characterization. Their open house, given after Christmas vacation, was another high light cf the
club's social season.
Members
Becky Bates
Ruth Bennett
Blanche Brooks
Genelle Buescher
Betty Caldwell
Betty Cronkhite
Rae Friedlander
Hope Gaddis
Helen Gardner
Bettie Gill
Sue Grimes
Ann Hamer
Eleanor Ide
Hele
Jan Jar
Bob Jones
Charlotte Kinney
Helen Klar
Mary Sue Lankard
Dotty Lehrer
Marilyn Lookadoo
Ann Moorhouse
Rose Lucile Palmer
Mary Ann Pbothro
Silky Ragsdale
Mary Fletcher Robertso
Martha Roth
Gertru
Sarah Elt;
Frankie Tayl
Mary AuBY^
Eloise Turn
Frances Woodruff
Stilley
Towp
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rnustL-ad Axtell
ardeman Hargis
Patton Pickup
Jane Logue, President: Miss Martha Ordway, Spoii
Officers
President Jane Logue
Vice-President Beverly Pickup
Secretary Elizabeth Pinner
Treasurer Lillian Shacklett
Sponsor Miss Martha Ordway
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Triad Club
The Triad Club takes its name from its threefold purpose: ''social, civic, and athletic." The mem-
bers were active in all sports, reaching the finals in the basketball tournament. Excellent club spirit
and sportsmanship were displayed by the girls in all other competitive games during the year.
Late in the fall the Triad's entertained with the Ariston's for members and their guests at the
Hippodrome skating rink. During the year, the club held two luncheon meetings.
Marjorie Allen
Betty Araiistead
Valerie Axtell
Roberta Brandox
Lucie Jean Brown
Martine Bunch
Marjorie Carter
Oliva Chilton
Sue Craig
Jean Ferrell
Florence Gabriel
June Gunn
Joanne Haivipton
Ann Hardeman
Frances Hargis
Members
Melyssa Havnes Elizabeth Pinner
Marion Head Carolyn Robinson
Margaret Henderson- Lillian Rowe
Kitty Jordan Lillian Shackleit
Beatrice Lodge Benny Smith
.Tane Logue Tomiviy Smith
Sarah Logue Margaret Sut"erla
Mary Louise Mallison Angeline Tillman
I=ABELLE MaXON Delian Tolliver
Cecelia Nuchols Phoebe Turnley
Elizabeth Orr Margaret White
Lucy' Parnell Susan White
.Tacquei.ine Patton Eleanor Whttwobt
Emily Payne Katie Rose Woods
Beverly Pickup Jane Wooldridge
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4'
Redmcnd. B.
Ccllier
McKnight
Redmond, S.
Sabah Redmond, President; Miss Catherine E. Morrison, Sponsor
Officers
President Sarah Redmond
Vice-President Clara Louise Pennington
Secretary Jo Schrader
Treasurer Martha Gordy
Sponsor Miss Catherine E. Morrison
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Galbraith
Pepper
Thomas
Young
Tri K Club
The sign of the KKK stands for Kubla Khan Club, named for the wise old Mongolian ruler, known
for his just citizenship. The Tri K"s are outstanding on the campus as leaders in athletics. They
won the fall horse show, by carrying away the most honors in the way of blue ribbons. In hockey,
they made their showing also by reaching the semifinals.
The Tri K's show a social side as well as an athletic one. Soon after initiation, the girls welcomed
their new members with a skating party. The girls entertained with an open house before the
Christmas holidays, and later a gym dance was given in which the decorations were an imitation of
a hunt club. Early in the spring the members gave a tea for the faculty, carrying out the scheme
of the season by decorating the house with spring flowers. Later in the spring the club gave a tea
dance for their friends, and a dinner was given at Belle Meade for the club members.
Elaine Baker
Elizabeth Collier
Dorothy Cozart
Louise Curfman
Mary Jane Dobbie
Alice Mary Drew
Suzanne Fogg
Helen Galbraith
Martha Gordy
Frances Jane Har?i
Members
Ione Mcknight
Bess Moore
Barbara Morrow
Jane Negbaub
Caholyn Pearson
Clara Louise Pennington
Doris Pepper
Nadine Prideaux
Betty Redmonb
Sarah Redmond
Nancy Reed
Joan Schrader
Marjorie Schwab
Walton Shanklin
Bettv Steiner
Aljean Thomas
Jane Thompson
Betty Walker
June Williams
Mary Woolwine
Florence Yochum
Ruth Young
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Officers
President Martha Chaney
VxQe-President Mary Alice Tieche
Secretary . . , Judy Scott
Treasurer Maxine Porter
Sponsor Miss Marion Meriwether
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forty, which was the original number of theThe name X. L. stands for the Roman numerals meaning
membership when the club was organized.
The girls have done much in the way of entertaining during the school year. They gave a tea dance
for their friends early in the season, and in the late fall the club went on a week-end at White Bluff.
They entertained their sister club, the Tri K's, with a supper in the house. At Christmas time they /
fed and clothed a destitute family.
The X. L.'s had organized teams in baseball, basketball, bowling, and other campus sports. Jane
Berry and Letitia Breese, two of the members, were chosen to be on the Senior-Mid basketball team.
9^ MembersJane Berry
Jessamine Boyce
Letitia Breese
Martha Chaney
Nancy Chaney
Birdie Clausen
Marjorie Crisp
Clarice Fay
Rosemary Fox
Nancy Gray
Louise Helme
Mary Huck
Betty James
Mary James
Billie Jarboe
Mary Elizabeth Jones
Elsie Jane Knapp
Clare Knight
Nancy Lineberger
Fay Linberg
Jo Mason
Dorethe Picg
Maxine Porter
Rebecca Porter
Margaret Richards
Ruth Rice
Virginia Robb
Judy Scott
Virginia Sprow^l
Pattie Smith
Peggy Siviith
Mary Alice Tieche
Ann Polk Trimble
Betty Van Pelt
Barbara West
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Club Village
Freedom from the classroom, di-
version from daily routine, and a
chance to be with friends are pro-
vided for the girls in the ten club-
houses of club village. Clustered
about the old tower and in the
midst of graceful shade trees, the
houses are popular for dates in the
evening, a friendly bridge game in
the afternoon, or an early Sunday
morning breakfast as well as prov-
ing themselves the center of ac-
tivity for the weelsily club meet-
ings.
The clubhouses provide a hos-
pitable view from the opposite
side of the circle and are almost
lost amid the soft foliage of the
trees. Quite in contrast is the
scene in midwinter, snow blan-
Iveted on the ground and even
stuck away in crevices of the
tower.
So during the past twenty-five
years club village has been built
not only from the stone and mor-
tar which comprise its material
foundation but from the friendly
spnit and homelike atmosphere
which suuound the mteiiois of
the houses themsehes
Page Eighty-Four
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Graduation, Baccalaureate,
Step Singing, Class
Recognition
Days
Unfoigettable are the traditions
that sui round the opening and
closing days of school Through
the yeais they have come to be
customs built up by each succeed-
ing class which as it leaves
pas'ies on to its successoi the work
and pio^iess made Thus giadu-
ation has come not to mean the
end ot school life heie but to
symbolize a milestone in the
schools piogiession towaid a
definite goal
When the new giils leplace the
old gills on the steps ot the Aca-
demic Building at step singing the
black-gowned baccalduieate pio-
cession that last day and giadu-
ation itself all lead to the day of
class lecognition as the class of
tomoiiow takes up the woik and
traditions of the outgoing class
Page Eighty-Sii
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Fag Day
Of all the queer sights that our
campus beholds during the school
year, the most unusual comes early
in the season when initiation for
the various social clubs is under
The stunts last from seven o'clock
in the morning until after break-
fast, and in some cases all day
long. Fag Day. as this peculiar
demonstration is called, is one of the high
lights of the school year. It would astonish
anyone to see the more dignified girls crawl-
ing on hands and knees, adorned with a baby
bonnet and muttering an unintelligible lingo.
The Hawaiian Islands are transferred for a
few hours to the campus of Ward-Belmont,
and strange hula girls, wearing skirts made of
everything from slits of the home-town news-
paper to laundry sacks, parade in gay con-
trast about the campus.
Throughout the day the "new girls" are being
initiated! That night the cold cream is ap-
plied none too sparingly, when the pledges
prepare for bed, so that the following day
there are scarcely any traces of the previous
day's celebration left on the bright and
beaming faces of the new members.
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George Washington's
Birthday
As old as any of the traditions of Ward-Belmont
is the yearly celebration of George Washington's
birthday by the student body and household.
From the senior class two girls are chosen to
represent George and Martha, and reign for one
night over the festivities in their honor. After
a formal dinner in the dining room the entire
school retired to the gym where they watched the
senior class, dressed in powdered wigs and lace
flounces, dance the minuet. Time is forgotten, and
the figures of George and Martha are as realistic
as in days of old, as they swayed gracefully to the
rhythm of the staid old minuet.
Page Eiglity-Eight
The Dancing of the Minuet
SPECIAL DAYS
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Senior-Senior-Middle Activities
Senior-Senior-Middle Day more than lived up to
the expectations of all the new girls, and the old
girls too gave evidence of having a grand time.
The undercurrent of excitement which had been
felt all week at last bubbled over at 6:30 o'clock
in the morning of the Great Day. As the bell rang
the doors of the halls were opened and amid lusty
shouts the Seniors and Senior-Mids dashed out
and with looks of "do or die" in their eyes began
to transform the campus as the yellow and white
of the Seniors and the purple and white of the
Senior-Mids streamed and clustered in every
available place.
The excitement of competition grew as the Seniors
began their Indian parade at 9:30 and the Senior-
Mids followed with their representation of the
Empire of the South.
Good sportsmanship prevailed alike throughout
the games of the day as it had in the hockey,
basketball, and bowling games earlier in the year.
Baseball, in which the Senior-Mids were victori-
ous, archery and water polo also raised the
yellow and white in victory. The classes put all
of their spirit into cheering their respective teams
to victory. Undoubtedly the most popular cheer
was that in which the Seniors recognized Miss
Sisson, their class sponsor.
"Emma" sits in her tepee
Cheering braves to victory
Swamp 'em, swamp 'em,
Get that wampum
Ugh! !
At 6:15 in the evening after the Senior-Mids had
taken their places in the big dining room, the
Seniors entered two by two singing their class
song. After they had filed into the little dining
room, the Senior-Mids in return sang to them.
When Mr. Benedict announced that the Seniors
had won in the day's competition, cries of both
joy and disappointment were heard, but there was
certainly no hard feeling between the classes. In-
stead, we will all remember Senior-Senior-Middle
Day as one of the milestones of our days at Ward-
Belmont.
Seniors Senior-Middles
5 Parade 214
5 Challenge
Answer 21/2
1 Season Cheers IVa
4 Cheers on Sr.-Sr.-Mid Day 21/2
3 Decorations iy2
5 . Pennant
21/2 Hockey 21/2
21/2 Basketball 21/2
Baseball , 5
5 Bowling
5 Archery
5 Water Polo
43 20%
Both teams should win! Such enthusiasm! Senior-Scnior-Mid Hockey Gam
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A winning goal. . . . Beer
Jackets and Beanies. . . .
S. C. . . . The field of
honor. . . . No wonder it
ended in a tie. . . . Inter-
est . . . and assurance. . . .
Now to basketball. . . .
Another goal. . . . Whee!
. . . Two more points.
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strike. ... Oh! you Sr.-
Mids. . . . Early Settlers,
but watch out for the
Indians. . . . Dark Day,
but not dampened spirits.
. . . Ump pah! Wooooooo.
. . . Brr-r-r Klu Klux. . . .
Wier or Weir? . . . Poor
Mrs. Barnes. . . . Hooded
Horses. . . . Carpetbag-
gers. ... At the end of a
perfect day.
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Senior-Senior-Middle Banquet
The Gypsy Camp: The Senior-Middles Welcome the Senior Class to the Gypsy Camp March 15
In the hills of a far-off land where the color and romance of a gypsy camp ran riot, the roving
caravan of Senior-Mids paused for a while to pay tribute to their guests of the day, the Seniors.
Around their campfire the company heard the interesting story of the gypsy patteran, and toast-
mistress Letitia Breese carefully patterned the long and thrilling journey through the land of
Romany.
Color streamed from the lights and decorated the banquet tables, and the gypsy theme was
carried out even to the presence of a dilapidated covered wagon, laden with guineas and ducks.
Gay dancers and merry jesters, fortune tellers, and the dipsy-doodlers entertained the visitors in
true gypsy fashion.
«^-N>i '^
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May Day
Toward the close of school comes an event which creates much excitement among mem-
bers of the student body. It is the election of a May Queen. Nominees are selected from
the senior class and the girl receiving the most votes reigns as "aueen for a day" over
the May fete.
Under the supervision of the Physical Education Department the festivities this year
centered around two distinct themes. Part I was a welcome to spring, which included
ballet numbers relative to the season and executed by the beginner's, intermediate, and
advanced ballet classes. Part II had as its theme, "Rivers," and represented, both in
dance and costume, many of the important rivers around the world. The finale was a
lovely Maypole scene with one hundred and twelve dance students performing intricate
routines with the strains of "The Beautiful Blue Danube" as an appropriate background.
Maypole Dance—May Day's Cunchidnig Feature
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Queen's Attendants
Emilee Burnett, College Maid; Shelly Welch, High School Maid
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May Queen
Sarah Logue, May Queen
Page Ninety-Six
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'Tis ptst what ive are and do. . . ."
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Snaps
"Big Ac" from across
campus. ... A winner!
South Front on a rainy
night. . . . Our leader in
an informal shot. ... A
welcoming committee.
. . . Magnolia blossom.
A triumphant return
—
Seniors. . . . Hail, the
new Senior Home. . . .
The bells of Ward-Bel-
mont! . . . Mrs. Bryan,
one of our first W-B
friends.
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Snaps
Where's my trunk? . . .
Aha - - Penny, mustnt
touch. . . . And where
did you say you were
from? . . . First arrivals
on a memorable day. . . .
That first letter from
home. ... Off to chapel.
. . . Who's the boy friend,
Sarah? . . . Where do we
go from here? . . . "In-
formation please!" V -*
^9
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Snaps
Waiting for the lunch
bell. . . . Aubyn must
have sponsored another
election. . . . "Goon" in
a tense moment. . . .
Beauty and the beast.
. . . From the tip of your
toes to the top of your
head. . . . The most
popular place on the
campus. . . . Another
winning snap. . . . Could
that be a letter from
home, Blanche? . . .
Hyphen results are post-
ed.
^
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A midwinter scene on
campus. . . . Leo, a bit
frostbitten . Our
frozen faculty at a
hockey game . Why
the s h e ep ish grin,
Wally? . A trip to
Ilillsboro. Happ>
birthday. . Going our
way? . . Int j^rcsted
spectators. Snow
queens.
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A "jam session." . . .
Tapeworms' delight. . . .
"Having a wonderful
time." . . . Town friends.
. . . All dressed up for the
A. K. gym dance. . . .
The bustle stage in edu-
cation. . . . "Flowers for
mademoiselle." . . . "Let's
spend a quiet evening at
home." . . . "After you."
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Who's your valentine?
. . . Spring. . . . Halo
angels. . . . Stopped short.
. . . Taking it easy on the
open road. . . . Surprised
or guilty? . . . Swing
high, swing low. . . .
Homework. . . . Relaxa-
tion.
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Snaps
Juliet on her balcony.
. . . The one (2) and
only? . . . Day student
reverie. . . . Outside help.
. . . Company for the doc-
tor. . . . Morons retreat?
. . . Bridging idle hours.
. . . Obstinate. . . . Shall
we jump?
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Snaps
The pause that refreshes.
. . . Our own Mrs. Rose
and Mrs. Blanton. . . .
Sun smiles. . . . Bashful
athletes. . . . Pals. . . .
Speechless. . . . May Day
in the making. . . . Se
Ling. ... A seen.
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A-THLETIC
June Williams
B-EAUTIFUL
S^IMH LOGUE
C-HARMING
Jean Ann Allen
D-EMOCRATIC
Blanche Brooks
E-FFICIENT , F-ASHIONABLE ^"^--'^ GRACIOUS
Peggy Smith ^ Emil^ Bij8?iett .' 'j'*^~-^J^ Jai«&'Byrne
-{ y^/ r /^ '^y K^*"" ^-r." ^
Hrt^MOROUS
'-^'^DX Sec
<w -dm' Z^''
"^ 'S«d cott
J V i V
ym
I-NTELLECTUAL
Nancy Stone
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J-AUNTY
Phillips Twins
K-IND
Mary Elizabeth Kirsch
CAMPUS LIFE
L-OYAL
Letitia Breese
M-AGNETIC
Nancy Doherty
N-EAT
Sarah Redmond
0-RIGINAL
Alice Schwartz
P-RACTICAL
Sally Matthews
^s^-^lJX^-'
Q-UAINT
Margaret Richards
R-EGAL
Matilda Gibson
S-INCERE
Walton Shanklin
T-ALENTED
Elaine Baker
"%!:^
U-NAFFECTED V-ERSATILE
Jane Wright Mary Aubyn Townsend
W-ILLING
Jane Logue
.fc-VV)'.
X-ECUTIVE
Peggy Weir
Y-OUTHFUL
Frankie Tay-lor
Z-ESTFUL
Jane Lincoln
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MILESTONES
One Hundred Ten
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'StiDidliig where the brook iiiid river
meet. . . ."
JUNIOR
MIDDLE
CLASS
Miss Mary Elizabeth Cayce
Sponsor
Betty Afmistead
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
High School Certificate
Sue Perkins Craig
Brentwood, Tenn.
Triad
High School Certificate
Secretary Sophomore
Class: Hockey Varsity. "34;
Vice-President Penstaff,
38; Secretary Day Stu-
dent Council. '38.
Sammie Keith
Glasgow
N.\ Ten
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
First Basketball Varsity.
35; First Hockey. 35; Ac-
tive Member Athletic As-
sociation. '34. '35.
Martha Bryan
Na Ten
Angkor '
High School Certificate
President Freshman Clas;
35; French Club. '37. 'Sf
High School Representa
tive Day Student Coun
cil. 38; Secretary Angko
Club. ^38; Hyphen Staf
vling Varsity. '3i
Acti- Member Athleti
tion. '38.
Mary Pope Creighton
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
June Haldt
BOONTON. N. J.
a. K.
Riding Certificate
Art Club. '37. '38; Procto
Heron Hall; Glee Club-
'37. '38; Turf and Tan'
bal-k. '38.
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Shelly Childress
Cabell
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Secretary Eccowasin Club,
'37, '38; Active Membei'
Athletic Association, '37.
'38; Basketball 'Varsity,
Jean Hamilton
Caldwell
N.iSHviLLE, Tenn.
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Treasurer Eccowasin Club.
'37; Secretary Junior Mid-
dle Class. '38; French
Club. '38; Active Member
Athletic Association. '38.
Lucy Cheatham
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Jane Gray Cornelius
Nashville, Tenn.
Angkor
High School Certificate
Active Member Atliletic
Association. '36. '37, '38;
Swimming Varsity. '36.
'37. '38; President Junior
Class. '37; 'Vice-Pi-esident
Angkor Club, '38.
NORVELL Cox
B.iLDWYN. Miss.
A. K.
High School Certificate
Proctor Heron Hall. '37;
Active Member Athletic
Association. '37; French
Club. '37; President A. K.
Club. '38; Hyphen Re-
porter. '38; Outing Club.
Nancy Jane Doherty
Reed City. Mich.
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Hockey Varsity. '38; Ac-
tive Member Athletic As-
sociation, "38; Bowling
Varsity. '38.
Martha Earthman
NAsmaLLE. Tenn.
Ariston
High School Certificate
Treasurer Ariston Club.
'37; French Club. '37. '38;
Active Member Athletic
Association. '37. '38; Piesi-
dent Ariston Club. '38.
Katherine Edwards
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Spanish Club
ciatK
36;
'38.
Hope Gaddis
Alton, III.
Anne Ganier
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
High School Certificate
President Scpliomore
Class. '36; High School
Representative Dav Stu-
dent Council. '37; Ser-
geant-at-Arms Angkor
Club. '38; Associate Edi-
tor Chimes. '38.
Elizabeth Hall
Nashville. Tenn.
Ariston
Ann May Hardeman
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
High Schoo! Certi/icate
Treasurer Sophomore
Class. '36; Secretary Triad.
•37; Penstaff. '37; Presi-
dent Junior-Middle Class.
'38; Active Member Ath-
letic Association, '38,
Melyssa Haynes
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
High School Certificate
Allison Hearne
Princeton. Ky.
A. K.
High School Certificate
Vice-President Junior
Middle Class. '38.
Eleanor Jane Ide
Gbosse Pointe, Mich.
Glee Club, '38,
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JUNIOR
MIDDLE
CLASS
Elloie Evans Jeter
Waterbury, Conn.
Osiron
High School Certificate
Sergeant-at-Arms Osiron
Club. '36; Penstaff Club.
36. -31. '38; Vice-Presi-
dent Junior Class. 37;
High School Representa-
tive Milestones. '37; Out-
ing Club, '38.
WiLMA LOWRY
Midland. Mich.
Jane Irene Parker
Nashville. Tenn.
Ariston
High School Certificate
'lench Club, '37. '38.
Patricia Knappen
Richland. Mich.
High School Certificate
Florence Muriel
Lustgarten
Indianapolis, Ind.
Penta Tau
High School Certificate
Active Member Athletic
Association. '37. '38; Out-
ing Club, '38: Spanish
Club, '37, '38; Basketball
Varsity, '37.
Jacqueline Patton
Nashville, Tenn.
Triad
High School Certificate
._a
Ann Hardeman
President
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Emmie Leake
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Penstaff Club,
French Club, '3
36:
Sara Jane McKelvy
Lorain, Ohio
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Glee Club. '38.
Rowena Bayliss Lee
Memphis. Tenn.
F. F.
Proctor Heron Hall. 38;
Baseball Varsitv. 'SS- Art
Club. '37. '38; Outing
Club, '38; Active Mem-
ber Athletic Association.
37, '38.
Martha LoxnsE
Morrison
BiFMiNGH.^M, Ala.
A. K.
Hi^'h School Certificate,
Dancing Certificate
Vice-President A. K. Club.
37; Glee Club. ^38;
Spanish Club. '37. '38.
Dorothy Jane Lehrer
Garwood. Texas
T. C.
High School Certificate
Spanish Club. '36; Art
Club. '37. '38; Vice-Prp«i-
dent T. C. Club.
Baseball Varsity.
Hockev Varsitv.
Treasurer Jr.-Mid CI:
'38; Milestones Staff.
Texas Club. '36. '37,
Active Member Athletic
Association, '37. '38.
Marian Murphy
Nashville. Tenn.
Ariston
High School Certificate
Treasurer Aristcn Club.
'36; Active Member Ath-
letic Association. '38.
Mary Jane Lincoln
F. F.
High School Certificate
Spanish Club. '37. '38;
French Club. '37; Tennis
Manager Athletic Associa-
tion. '38; Hyphen Staff.
'38; Outing Club, '38.
Margaret Noland
Nashville. Tenn.
Ariston
High School Certificate
Pen Staff. '
Active Member Athlet
French Club. '37. '33.
38;
'37. '38;
Helen Ann Lockhart
Okmulgee. Okla.
Penta Tau
High School Certificate
Harriet Maxwell Orr
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
High School Certificate
Active Member Athletic
Association, '36, '37. 38:
High School Hockey
Varsity. '37; French Club,
•37, '38.
Frances Peters
Alice. Texas
Del Vers
High School Diplonit
;iee Club. '38.
Peggy Pinkney
Aiviarillo. Texas
Anti-Pan
High School Certificate
Glee Club. ^38: Outing
Club. 38; Y. W. C. A.. '38.
Elizabeth Woodard
Redmond
Birmingham. Ala.
Tri K
High School Certificate
Chimes Staff. '37. '38; Glee
Club, '37, '38; Y Cabinet,
'37, '38; French Club, '37,
'38; Treasurer Outing
Club, '38; Baseball Var-
sity, '37,
Nancy Sherwin Reed
Schenectady. N. Y.
Tri K
High School Certificate
Martha Roth
New Holland, Ohio
T. C.
High School Certificate
Treasurer Freshman Class,
'3^; Vice-President Soph-
omore Class, '36: Proctor
Heron Hall, '37; Sergeant-
at-Arms T, C. Club, '36:
Active Member Athletic
Association, '37, '38: Stu-
dent Council High School
Representative. '38: Art
Club. '38.
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JUNIOR
MIDDLE
CLASS
Lillian Rowe
Nashville. Tenn.
High School Certificate
Patricia Smith
Howell, Mich.
X. L.
High School Certificate
Treasurer Junior Class. '37.
Shelly Welch
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Julia Wooten Scott
X. L.
High School Certificate,
Riding Certificate
Secretary Junior-Middle
Class. '38; Glee Club. '38;
Choir. '38; Riding Club. '38;
Secretary T. C. Club, '38.
Ann Talbott
Lima, Ohio
Osiron
High School Certificate
Outing Club. '38; Active
Member Athletic Association.
Mary Elizabeth Wyche
Nashville. Tenn,
Angkor
High School Certificate
Cald-well, Lehrer, Hearne
Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-President
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Footprints on the sands of time."
SENIOR
v> l_j A o o
Miss Emma I. Sisson
Sponsor
Jean Ann Allen
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
Foods and Nutrition
Dijjloma
Vice - President Senior
Middle Class. '36. '37; Day
Student Proctor. '37 '. Day
Student Council. '37.
Ruth Bennett
WiLLIAMSTOWN, KY.
T. C.
General Diploma
Glee Club. '37; Kentucky
Club. '37. '38; Choir. '37.
38; French Club. '37. '38:
Hyphen Staff. '38; Outing
Club. '38; Art Club. '38;
Basketball Varsity. '38;
Active Member Athletic
Association. '38.
Joan Butterfield
Lansing. Mich.
A. K.
Secretarial Certificate
Pembroke Hall Proctor.
'37; Vice-President Stu-
dent Council. '37. '38;
Hockey Varsity. '38: Vice-
President A. K. Club. '38;
Glee Club. '37; Outing
Club, '38.
Marjorie Allen
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
General Diploma
Nancy Biossat
Chicago, III.
Agora
E,Tprcssion Certificate
Spanish Club. '38; Outing
Club. '38.
Shirley Jane Byrne
Dallas, Texas
Anti-Pan
General Diploma
Editor Milestones, '38;
Glee Club, '38; Choir, '38;
Hyphen Staff, '37. '38;
Spanish Club. '37, '38;
Math Club, '37; Art Club,
•37; Texas Club. '37. '38;
Outing Club. '38; Active
Member Athletic Asso-
ciation, '38.
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Virginia Amonette
Albany. Ga.
Anti-Pan
GensTal Di^ploina
Math Club. '37; French
Club, '37. '38; Art Club.
Marzee Boyd
Lewisburg. Tenn.
Osiron
General Diploma
French Club. '37; Basket-
ball Varsity. '37; Baseball
Varsitv. '37; Spanish Club.
'37. '38; General Manager
Athletic Association. '38;
Outing Club. '38.
Jane Anderson
JoLizT. III.
Agora
Outing Club, '38; Acti;
Blanche Brooks
Little Rock. Ark.
T. C.
General Diploma
Math Club. '37; Secretary
T. C. Club. '37; Active
Member Athletic Associa-
tion. '37; President. '38;
Outing Club. '38; French
Club. '38.
Elaine Baker
Clarksburg, W. 'Va.
Tri K
Dancing Diploma. Piano
Certificate. Voice Certifi-
cate. Expression Certificate
Vice-President 'West Vir-
ginia Club. '37; Symphony
Orchestra. '37. '38; Glee
Club. '37. President. '38;
Art Club. '38; Senior Class
Treasurer. '38.
Elizabeth Scovel
Brown
Mich.
General Diploma
Proctor Founders. '37; Art
Club. '37. '38; Spanish
Club. '37. '38.
Becky Bates
Greenup. Ky.
T. C.
General Diploma
German Club. '37.
Math Club. '37. '38;
Club. '38; President 1
Club. '38.
Elizabeth Porter
Buchanan
Atlanta. Ga.
Penta Tau
E,rpression Certificate
Glee Club. '37. '38; Choir.
'37. '38; French Club, '37;
Art Club. '38; Secretary
Penta Tau. '38; Active
Member Athletic Associa-
Grace Hillman
Benedict
Nashville, Tenn.
Angkor
General Diploma
Math Club. '37; Tennis
Manager; Active Member
Atliletic Association. '37;
Secretary Day Student
Council. '37; Hockey Var-
sitv, '37, '38; Tennis Var-
sity, '37, '38; Wordsmith,
'38; Editor Chimes, '38;
Basketball Varsity, '38:
Individual Tennis 'Winner,
'37.
Genelle Buescher
Smithville. Texas
T. C.
Ge7ieral DipIo7Tia
Secretary German Club,
'37; Math Club, '37; Out-
ing Club, '38; Vice-Presi-
dent T. C. Club, '38; Y
Cabinet, '38.
'38.
Martha Jane Chaney
De Witt. Ark.
X. L.
General Diploma.
Expression Diploma
President X. L. Club. '38;
French Club. '37. '38; Out-
ing Club. '38.
Nancy Porter Chaney
De Witt, Ark.
X. L.
General Diploma
Business Manager of
Chimes. '38; Secretary of
Senior Class. '38; IWath
Club. '37; French Club.
'37, '38; Outing Club. '38.
'38
Edith Lillian Clark
St. Louis. Mo.
Penta Tau
General Diploma
dent Penta Tau Club.
Athletic Board. '38;
Member Athletic
Association. '37,
Betty Lou Crockett
Miami, Fla.
Anti-Pan
General Diploma
Glee Club. '38; Outing
Club. '38,
Elsie Louise Curfman
DEm-EB. Colo.
Tri K
General Diploma
Hyphen Staff. '37; Circu-
Manager Hyphen,
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SENIOR
CLASS
Peggy Weir
President
Anna Louise Davis Anita Joy Dembinsky
Kansas City, Mo. Grand Rapids, Mich.
Anti-Pan Del Vers
Expression Certificate. Expression Diplo?na,
Dancing Certificate General Diplojna
Secretary Del Vers. '37;
Vice-President Del Vers,
38; Outing Club, '38;
Spanish Club, '38: Active
Member Athletic Associa-
tion, '38.
Sally Katherine SusANNE Fogg
Flowers Geeensburg, Ind.
RUSSELLVILLE, KY. Tri K
Angkor Gcnerol Diplo77ia
Expression Diploma. Spanish Club, '37, '38.
General Diploma
Spanish Club. '37; Vice-
President Spanisli Club.
'38: Glee Club, '38.
Helen Galbraith Helen Louise Gardner
El Paso, Texas Cincinnati, Ohio
Tri K T. C.
General Diploma General Diploma
Business Manager Mile- French Club, '37, '38,
stones. '38, President
Matli Club. '37; Y Cabinet.
'38; Outing Club, '38.
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Ethel G. Doherty
Patterson Field, Ohio
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Cabinet. '38: Treasurer
enta Tau. '38; Bowling
Helen Margarite
Du Vernet
Albany. Ga.
Osiron
General Diploma
Math Club. '37. '38;
Spanish Club. 37. '38;
Georgia Club. '37.
BiLLiFAY Ellis
Sulphur Springs. Texas
Penta Tau
Expression Certificate.
General Diploma
Y. W. C. A-. 37. '38: Out-
ing Club, '38; Math Club.
'.37; French Club. '37. '38:
Ait Club. '38.
Helen Kohl
estabrook
Agora
etarial Certificate
Jean Morgan Ewing
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Second Vice - President
Dav Student Council. '37;
Wordsmith. '37. '38:
President Wordsmith, '37,
'38: Day Student Repre-
sentative Milestones, '37:
Day Student Editor Mile-
stones, '38; Active Mem-
ber Athletic Association,
'37, '38; Treasurer Ath-
letic Association, '38; Ger-
man Club. '38,
Hortense Ford
Tampa, Fla,
Anti-Pan
Ge?ierai Diploma
French Club. '37. '38; Art
Club. '37: Florida Club.
'37: Outing Club, '38.
Matilda Gibson
Nashville, Tenn.
Angkor
General Diploma
Treasurer Angkor Club.
'37. '38.
Alice Emma Forsythe
Habrisburc. Penn.
Agora
Genera! Dip[o77ta
Hyphen Staff. '37; Ger-
man Club. '37. '38: Art
Club. '37. '38; Flench
Club. '38; Eastern Club.
'37.
Martha Gilchrist
Silver City. N. M.
Osiron
Organ Certificate. Public
School Music Diploma
Proctor Senior Hall, '38:
Vice - President Osiron
Club, '38: Y. 'W. C. A., '38;
Glee Club, '37, '38; Choir,
'37, '38.
Mary Buford Francis
Knoxville, Tenn.
Agora
Piajio Certi/icata
Secretary Agora Club, '37:
Art Club, '37: Glee Club.
'37,
Margaret Anderson
Glasgow
Nashville, Tenn.
Eccowasin
Foods and Nutrition
Diploma
Vice-President Day Stu-
dent Council, '38.
Jeanne Burbridge
Frazee
Grand Rapids. Mich.
Agora
General Diploma
Glee Club. '37. '33; Orches-
tra. '37. '38: Math Club.
'37; Wordsmith. '38;
Hyphen Staff. '38: Art
Club, '37, '38; Camera
Club, '38; Captivators, '38;
Secretary Orchestra, '38;
Outing Club, '38.
Margaret Glenn
Lincolnton. N. C.
Osiron
Art Certificate.
General Diploma
Math Club, '37: Sergeant-
at-Arms, '37; Treasurer
Osiron Club, '38; Y. W. C.
A.. '37. '38; Art Club. '37.
'38; Outing Club. '38.
Rae Ffiedlander
Lake Wales, Fla.
T. C.
General Diploma
Art Club. '37; Treasurer
Art Club. '38; French
Club. '37: Florida Club.
Martha Cole Gordy
Columbus, Ga.
Tri K
Treasurer Tri K. '38; Class
Athletic Manager. '37. '38;
Captivators. '37; Director
Captivators. '38; Hockey
Varsity, '37, '38; Outing
Club, '38, Math Club. '38:
Active Member Athletic
Association. '37. '38.
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Martha Louise Gorton
Miami. Fla.
Agora
Art Certificate,
General Diploma
President Art Club. '38;
Glee Club. '38; Choir. '38;
French Club, '38; Swim-
ming Varsity. '37.
HiLDRETH ADELE
Herald
TUL Ok
Anti-Pan
General Diplo
French Club,
Math Club. '3f
37.
Martha Thornton
Greene
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
General Diploma
President Angkor Club.j
'37; Day Student Repre-i.
sentative Milestones, '37
Day Student Editor MilE'
"8: Active MeniH
Athletic Associationj
'38; Math Club. '37.
Caroline Louise
Hoelscher
Richmond. Ind.
Agora
Ge7iera( Diploma.
Art Certificate
Art Club, '38.
Agnes Kathryn Kerr
Nashville, Tenn.
Ariston
General Dijjioma
Glee Club, ch
Sarah Logue
Vice-President
Mary Elizabeth
Kirsch
Paragould. Ark.
Expressif
F. F.
m Certificate,
al Diploma
President Senior-Middle i
Class. '37; President F.
Club. '38; Math Club, '
'38; French Club. '38; Art
Club, '38; Athletic Asso-
ciation.
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Eleanor June Greer
Bel Air, Maryland
General Diplon
Floanna Shelley
Howe
PoNCA City. Okla.
F. F.
E.-cpression Certificate.
General Diploma
Math Club, '37.
Josephine Lynch Greer
Bradford, Ala,
Angkor
General Diploma
Math Club, '38,
Helena Rose Jackson
San Antonio, Texas
Voice Certificate
June Braden Gunn
Nashville, Tenn,
Triad
General Diploma
Hyphen Staff, '38,
Rebecca Ruth
Jamison
Nashville, Tenn.
Eccowasin
General Diploma
President German Club,
38.
Nannie Marguerite
Hainje
Bfewton, Al,\.
Anti-Pan
Expression Diploma.
Piano Certificate.
General Diploma
German Club, '37, '38; Art
Club, '37, '38; Alabama
Club, '37; Sergeant-at-
Arms Anti-Pan Club, '38;
Sergeant-at-Arms, Senior
Class, '38; Outing Club,
'38; French Club, '38;
Math Club, '38; Glee Club,
'38; Camera Club, '38; As-
sociate Photogi'aphic Edi-
tor Milestones, '38,
Eva Jones
inson City, Ten
Nancy Pat Hamilton
O.IK Hill, W. Va.
Del Vers
Expression Certificate.
General Diployyia
Y Cabinet. '37; Secretary
of Y. W. C. A.. '38; Treas-
urer Del Vers. '38; Art
Club. '38.
Lois Jones
Nashville. Tenn.
Eccowasin
General Diploma.
Art Certificate
Vice-President Eccou
Club. '38.
Y. W. C. a.,
Eddie Bell Leavell
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
General Diploma
Math Club. '38.
Virginia Dare Lee
DoNELSON. Tenn.
Angkor
General Diploma
Jane McEwen Logue
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
General Diploma.
Expression Certificate
Glee Club. '37. '38; Hyphen
Staff. '38; President Triad.
'38.
Sarah Hughes Logue
Na
Triad
General Diploma.
Expression Certificate
Basketball Varsity. '37;
Glee Club. '37. '38: Vice-
President Senior Class.
'38: Basketball Varsity.
'38,
Dorothy Merle Lundy
Greenwood. Miss.
Anti-Pan
E.Tpressioii Certi/icate
Art Club. '37. SS; Glee
Club. 38; Camera Club.
38; Active Member Ath-
letic Association. SB.
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Nancy Chaney
Secretary
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Sarah Elizabeth
McCONNELL
Atlanta, Ga.
Penta Tau
General Diploma.
Riding Certificate
French Club,
Math Club, 'SS;
Riding Club,
Carolyn McKenzie
ASHB Ga.
Treasur
C. A., 38.
Josephine Woods
Maney
Ariston
Nashville, Tenn.
General Diploma
Ada Louise Moseley
Bartlesville, Okla.
Anti-Pan
General Diploma
French Club, '37, '38;
Baseball Varsity, '37;
Tieasurer Anti-Pan Club,
38; Active Member Ath-
letic Association. '37: As-
sistant Business Manager
Athletic Association, '3S.
A. K.
General Diploma
Hyphen Staff, ^37; Asso-j
ciate Editor Milestones,:;
37; Associate Editor,
Hyphen, SB; Math Club,i
37. 38: Art Club, ^37, 38.!
Ella Maude Manly
Leesburg, Fla.
Anti-Pan
General Dipl07na
Spanish Club, 37. "38; Y
Cabinet, 37; President Y
W. C. A., '38: Activei
MeiTiber Athletic Associa-
Nancy Jane Mulnix
Grand Rapids, Mich. !
Osiron
General Diplotna
President Osiron Club,,
38; French Club. '38. '
Margaret McKenzie
Bainbridge, Ga.
Osiron
General Diploma
Hcckey Varsity. '38: Glee
Club. '38; Art Club. '38;
Choir, '38.
lONE Rebman
Mcknight
COURTLAND. AlA.
Tri K
General Diploma
Math Club, '38: French
Club. '37: President
French Club, '38.
LaVerne McMurtry
y. w. c. A.. 37:
President Y. W.
Glee Club. '37; Math Club.
37: French Club. '37: Art
Club. ^37: Hyphen Staff.
37: French Club. 38; Out-
ing Club, SB.
Jane Ellen
McWhorter
ROSWELL. N.
Anti-Pan
General Dipio
M.
Expression Diploma
Martha Washington, '""
Secretary Anti-Pan Club,
37: Vice-President Anti-
Pan Club. '38: Treasurer
Captivators, '38.
Lou Maddox
NocoNA, Texas
Osiron
Expression Certificate
Outing Club. '38: Spanisl
Club, '37.
Sarah Graham
Matthews
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
General Diploma
Day Student
Senior-Middle Class. '37:
First Bowling Varsity,
'37: Individual Winner
Bowling Tournament, '37:
President Angkor Club.
38.
Jane Ellen Negbaur
New York. N. Y.
Tri K
Art Certificate
President Eastern Club,
'37: French Club, '37:
Art Club, '37. '38: Hyphen
Outing Club.
Bette Ann Moon
Omaha, Neb.
Agora
General Diploma,
Art Certificate
Treasurer Agora Club. '38
Secretary Art Club. '38;
Art Club. ^37: French
Club. ^37. ^38.
Anne King Newman
Nashville. Tenn.
Ariston
Staff.
'38.
Mary 'Woodward Alice Holt Morgan Barbara Ann Morrow
Morel Cookeville. Tenn. Lakeland. Fla.
Brentwood, Tenn. Angkor Tri K
Eeeowasin General Diploma General Diploma
General Diploma, Hyphen Staff. '37. '38; Dav French Club. ^37. ^38:
E.rpress!on Diploma Student Treasurer Senior Spanish Club, ^37, '38;
President Glee Club. '37: Class. '38: Photographv Math Club, 37; Outing
President Eeeowasin Club.
38: Active Member Ath-
letic Association. 38:
Club. '38; Glee Club. '37, Club, '38: Bowling Var-
sity, 38: Active Member
Athletic Association, 38.
Bowling Varsity. 38.
Susan Norris Lamiza Cartwright Mary Hart Pearson
Ada. Okla- Pearson Nashville. Tenn.
Anti-Pan Nashville. Tenn. Ariston
General Diploma Ariston General Diploma
President Outing Club, General Diploma
38: French Club, '38; Ser- Basketball Manager Ath-geant-at-Arms Art Club, letic Association. '37, '38;
'38. Hockey Varsity, '37.
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Clara Louise
Pennington
MURFBEESBORO. TENN.
Tri K
General Diploma
Secretary Senior-Middle
Class, '37: Vice-President
Tri K Club, '38: Proctor
Senior Hall, '38; Art Club,
'38: Spanish Club, '38.
Margaret Richards
Glasgo'w. Ky.
X, L.
Diplo
Elaine Baker
Treasurer
Eipri ^.
General Diplo
Sergeant-at-Arms X. L.
Club, '37; 'Vice-President
Kentucky Club, '37: Y
Cabinet, '38: Chapel Proc-
tor, '37; Outing Club, '38:
Kentucky Club. '38.
Joan Marie Schrader
Indianapolis. Ind.
Tri K
General Diploma
Secretary Tri K Club. 38-
Art Club, '38: Math Club,
'38: Spanish Club, '37, '38-
Hall Proctor, '37: Y Cabi-
net, '37. '38: French Club,
'38: Outing Club, '38; Glee
Club, '38: Choir. '38.
Maxine Porter
Paris, Tenn.
Ge7ieral Diploma
Secretary X. L. Club.
Edith Forrest
Robertson
Nashville. Tenn.
Ariston
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '37, '38.
Alice Schwartz
Salina, Kan.
Anti-Pan
Ge7ieral Diploma
French Club. '37. '38; Art
Club. '37. '38; Hyphen
Staff. '38: Outing Club,
'38; President Anti-Pan,
'38.
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Harriet Potter Sarah Louise Millie Margaret Helen Reutlinger Dorothy Colette
NASm'ILLE, Tenn. Redmond Regier Grand Island. Neb. Rhea
Eccowastn BiEMiNCHAM, Ala Newton. Kan. F. F. NASHvn.LE, Tenn.
General Diploma Tri K Agora Voice Certificate Eccowasin
Diploma in Textiles and
Clothing
President Tri K Club. 38;
Proctor Pembroke. '37;
Art Club. '38: Outing
Club. '38.
General Diploma
President Agora Club. 38;
Y. W. C. A.. '38; Glee
Club. 31: Art Club. '37;
German Club. '37. '38.
Treasurer F. F. Club. '37.
'38; Orchestra. '37. '38;
Glee Club. '37. '38.
Secretarial Certificate
Mary Fletcher
Robertson
Fayette. Ala.
T. C.
Geiieral Diploma
President Spanish Club.
'37, '38.
Catherine Walton
Shanklin
Charlottesville. "Va.
Tri K
General Diploma.
Riding Certificate
Treasurer Senior-Middle
Class, '37; Spanish Club.
'37. '38; French Club. '37.
'38; Math Club. '38; Art
Club, '38; Glee Club. '38;
Choir, '38; Y. Cabinet. '38;
Secretary Riding Club.
'38; George 'Washington.
'38.
Jean Hanson Rogers
St. Augustine. Fla.
F. F.
Harp Diploma,
Riding Certificate
Riding Club. '37. '38; Or-
chestra. '37. '38.
Margaret Clair
Shindel
"Wilkes-Barre, Penn.
Penta Tau
General DiploTua.
Art Certificate
Art Club. '37. '38; Spanish
Club. '37; Hockev Varsity.
•37; French Club, '38;
Vice-President Penta Tau,
'38.
Mabel Geraldine
Rollins
Pr.igue, Okla.
F. F.
General Diploma
Hyphen Staff. '38; Y.
Cabinet. '38: Sergeant-at-
Arms F. F. Club.
Math Club, ';
'37, '38.
Club.
Ida Sue Smith
Nashville, Tenn.
Angkor
General Diploma
Jim Frank Rudder
Stevenson. Ala.
Special Course
Peggy Smith
Bluefield. W. Va
X. L.
General Diploma
French Club, '37,
President Student C
Lillian Elizabeth
Schaefer
Anti-Pan
General Diploma
Anne Steagall
NAsm'iLLE, Tenn.
Ariston
General Diploma
Proctor Day Student,
President Day Stud
Council. '38.
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Jane Ann Thompson
Minneapolis, Minn.
Tri K
General Di2:>loma
Trench Club, '37. 'SS:
Spanish Club. '37. '38; Ser-
geant-at-Arms Tri K Club.
33.
Kathryn Vaughn
Albion. Mich.
Del Vers
General Diploma
Secretary Student Coun-
cil, '38; Y Cabinet. 'aS:
French Club, '37, '38;
Spanish Club. '37. '38.
Laura May Thompsoj|
Minneapolis. Minn.
Agora
General Diploma
Art Club. '37; Frencf
Club. '37. '38j Spariiij
'37. '38;
'38.
Mary Caroleen
Waggener
Nashville. Tenn.
Angkor
General Diploma,
Art Certificate
e-President Art Clui
Alice Holt Morgan
Day-Stiident Treasurer
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Mary Alice Tieche
Beckley, W. Va.
Irma Waller
Nashville. Tenn.
Ariston
Secretariat Certiiicate
Mary Aubyn
townsend
Dallas. Texas
T. C.
General Diploma
Manager Chimes.
•37: Math Club. '37: Base-
ball Varsity. '37; Tennis
Varsitv. '37. 'aS: Winner
Singles Tennis. '38: Hy-
phen Staff. '37 ; Hyphen
Editor. '38; Hockey Var-
sity. '38: Outing Club. '38:
Active MeiTiber Athletic
Association.
Peggy Weir
Oklahoma City. Okla.
Anti-Pan
General Diploma
President Senior Class.
'38; French Club. '37. '38:
Outing Club. '38.
Eloise Mae Turner
St. Lours. Mo.
T, C.
General Diploma
T. C. Sergeant-of-Arms
37; French Club. '37. '38
Hockey Varsity. '37. '38
Hocke\' Manager of Ath
letic Association. '38.
Margaret Warner
White
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
General Diploma
Katie Rose Woods
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
General Diploma
Bowling Varsity. '37: Ac-
Belle Evalyn
Vandereilt
III.
A. K.
General Diploma.
Art Certificate
Art Club. '37. '38: Hockey
Varsity. '37: Hyphen Staff.
Art Editor Chimes.
Art Editor Milestones,
Captivators. '38.
Margaret Louise
Williamson
Spencer. W. Va.
Agora
General Diploma
Math Club. '37. '38: Art
Club. '37. '38: West Vir-
ginia Club. '37; German
Club. '37. '38; Outing
Club. '38.
Jane Wooldridge
Nashville. Tenn.
Triad
Secretarial Certificate
Eleanor Vandever
Tulsa. Okla.
Anti-Pan
General Diploma.
Riding Certificate
Math Club. '37; French
Club. '38; Riding Varsity.
'37: President Turf and
Tanbark Club. '38: Secre-
tary Anti-Pan. '38: Outing
Club. '38; Riding Manager
Athletic Association. '38.
Lois Lucile Wood
Sweetwater, Tenn.
General Diploma
Secretary F. F. Club. '38;
Art Club. '38; French
Club. '37. '38.
Jane Wright
Cleveland. Ohio
Del Vers
General Diploma
Athletic Association
Board. '38; President Del
Vers. '38; Math Club, '37,
'38; French Club. '37. '38;
Art Club. '37; Individual
Winner Swimming Meet.
•37. '38; Basketball Varsity.
'38.
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Allen. Jea'n Ann 27, 68. 108, 1
Allen, Marjorie "8, 1
Allison, Annie co i
Amonette, Virginia 36, 39. 62, 1
Anderson, Jane 56, 1
Andrews, Jeanette
Anslev, Martha West >>».
Armistead, Betty 78, J
Arinitage, Jean •iO,
Aspinall, Elizabetli
Austin, Mary Wallace
Aymard, Mary Louise
Axtell, Valerie
Baites, Charlotte 42.
Baker. Elaine 42, 80, 109, 1
Ball, Ira
Banigan. Jean 39,
Barnes, Billie
Barrare, Virginia
Barton. Jane
Bell. Mildred
Benedict, A. B 12,
Benedict, Grace 29. 34. 36, 45, 50, 60, 110, 1
Bennett, Mary Jeanette 34, 36, 42.
Bennett. Ruth 30.36.39.76.1
Berry. Jane
Bickerstaff, Nora 26.
Biosset. Nancy 57. 1
Block, Betty Jane 37,
Blount, Mary Dexter 35, 48. 49.
Blythe. Venerable
Bollinger. Betty 39,42.
Boyce. Jessamine
Bover. Florence
BoVd. Marzee 32. 73. 1
Braezeale. Mary Louise 36. 38, 40, 42, 48, 49.
Brackinreed, Verna
Breese, Letitia 26, 30, 37, 82. 1
Brooks. Blanche 30. 32. 77. 108. 1
Brower. Peggy 48. 49.
Brown. Elizabeth 39. 58. 1
Broyles. Betty
Bryan. Martha
Bryan. Henrette '
Buchanan. Ehzabeth 39. 42. 75. 1
Buchanan. Sarah 39. 40.
Buescher. Genelle 38. 40. 77. 1
Bunch. Martine
Bunger. Martha Jean 37. 40.
Burk. Jean 30, 34,
Burk, Joseph E
Burnett, Emilee 36, 39, 80, 95,
Butler, Sue 42,
Butterfleld, Joan 26. 45. 58. :
Bvrne, Jane 30. 31. 37. 42. 63. 108. :
Cabell. Shelly 46. 69. 113
Caldwell. Betty 77
Caldwell. Jean 7. 69. Ill, 112
Campbell, Dorothy Jean 75
Campbell, Elise 64
Campbell, Jean 37, 71
Carter, Frances 69
Carter, Marjorie 38, 47, 79
Casebier, Gertrude 16, 56
Cason, Martha Annette 16
Cayce, Marv Elizabeth 16
Chadwell, Jane 27, 64
Chaney, Martha 36, 83, 1 10
Chaney, Nancy 36. 83. 119
Clteatham. Lucy 69 113
Chilton. Olivia 79
Chitwood. Elizabeth Ann 16, 36
Churcli, Frances E 17
Clark, Blanclie Henry 17 74
Clark, Edith 32, 74, 75. 119
Clement. Mary Dean 17. 40
Clausen. Birdie 83
Cochran. Mane 37 59
Cohen. Bernice 48. 49. 59
Collier. Elizabeth 39. 40. 80
Cooke. Marian , 39. 73
Cooper. Mary 61
Cornelius. Jane 61 113
27, 30, 36, 53, 60, 112
Cornelius, Marjorie Anne 63
Cox, Norvell 30, 36, 58, 59, 113
Cozart, Dorothy 81
Craig, Opie 69
Craig. Sue 27, 35. 36. 79, 113
Crawford, Marian 17
Creighton, Mary Pope 68 112
Crisp, Marjorie 83
Crockett, Betty Lou 42, 63. 119
Cronkhite, Betty 77
Crouch, Ernestine 61
Crow, Virginia 73
Culbertson, Pauline 49 71
Curfman, Louise 28, 30, 38, 81, 119
Dalton, Sidney 17 42
Daly, Marjorie ' 71
Davis. Jane gi
Davis. Anna Louise 63, 120
Dawes, Jean
. . . 63
Delany, Mary Elizabeth '.".,' 17
Dembinsky, Anita 66, 120
Demmer, Laura '
, 67
Detritch, Dorothy 17. 33
DeWeese, Elizabeth 42' 67
Dixon. Mary 36. 73
Dobbie. Mary Jane 30. 45. 81
Dodson. Betty 39. 61
Doherty. Ethel 28. 75 121
Dolierty. Nancy 44, 53, 67, 109,' 113
Donner, Thomas 18, 37
Douthit, Mary is
Doty, Chatwin 40. 63
Dredla. Marion 38 42 67
Drew, Alice Mary 35, 48. 49. 81
Du Vernet. Helen 37, 40, 73, 121
Earthman, Martha 36, 84 112
Edwards, Catherine 39, 44, 68! 113
Edwards. Nancy, 53
Ellis. Billifay 75. 121
Erganbright. Veralynn 40. 71
Estabrooii. Helen 57 121
Evans. Sally Ann 36. 37. 42. 67
Ewing. Frances 18
Ewing. Jean 6, 25, 32, 34, 68, 121
Ezell, Martha 65
Fay, Clarice 40. 83
Ferrell, Jeanne , 79
Fidlar, Helen 6, 11 18 62
Fielding. Mary Virginia ' 36', 57
Flowers, Barbara 49 57
Flowers, Sally Katherine 37, 60, 120
Fogg, Suzanne 81, 120
Ford, Hortense 36. 39. 62. 121
Forsythe. Alice 36. 38. 39. 57. 121
Fountain. Lucy 18
Fox. Rosemary 34 83
Francis. Mary Butord 56.' 121
Frazee. Jeanne 34. 39. 56. 121
French. Jesse 18
Fnedlander. Helen 26. 28. 59
Friedlander. Rae 39, 77, 121
Fry, Dorothy 65
Fullington. Jeanne 39, 71
Fults. Janet 67
Gamer. Anne 60. 113
Gaddis. Hope 77. 113
Galbraitli. Helen 31, 81, 120
Gardner, Helen 76, 120
Garman, Mary Jayne 59
Garmany , Necia 40 72
Gibson, Matilda 61, 109 ' 121
Gilchrist, Martlia 28 42 72 121
Gill, Bettie 30, 46, 42. 76
Glasgow. Keith 69. 1 12
Glasgow\ Margaret 69. 121
Glenn. Margaret 28 72 l''l
Glick. Geraldine '. ' 59
Gonzalez. Rosalba 70
Gordon. Louise 19
Gordy. Martha 45. 80 121
Gore, Mary Elizabeth 53
Goodrich, Florence jg
Graham, Marie 56
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Gray. Elizabeth 42
Gray. Nancy 82
Graves. Virginia 44, 69
Greene. Martha 31, 60, 117, 122
Greer, Eleanor 40, 73, 123
Greer, Josephine 61, 123
Gridley, Elizabeth 58
Griffln. Ann 69
Grimes, Sue 76
Gumbin, Judy 37, 39, 58
Gunn, June 30, 79, 123
Gunthel, Adela 40
Hainje. Nannie Marguerite 36. 38. 39, 40, 62, 123
Hahn. Elizabeth 75
Haldt. June 26, 39, 40, 62. 123
Hall. Elizabeth 65. 113
Hamer. Ann 39. 77
Hamilton. Nancy Pat 28, 39, 66, 123
Hampton. Joanne 78
Hanson, Eleanor 39, 66
Hanson, Janice 66
Hardeman, Ann 35, 78, 112
Hargis. Frances 37. 78
Harker. Julie Ann 36. 67
Harlow, Hilda 69
Harper. Frances Jane 37. 39. 80
Harris. Margaret 42. 59
Hawkins. June 59
Haworth, Grace Anna 63
Hay. Vera 19
Hayden, Adeline 36. 57
Haynes. Melyssa 79. 113
Havter. Mary Elizabeth 40. 74
Havman. Jean 73
Hearne. Allison 59. 113
Helme. Louise 82
Henderson. Cora 19
Henderson. Margaret 44, 79
Henley, Mary Elizabeth 35
Henkel, F. Arthur 19
Herald. Hildreth 36, 40, 63, 122
Heron, Louise 19
Hiatt, Dorothy Vernon 36. 42. 67
Hinman. Genevieve 38. 40. 57
Hobbie. Elizabeth 36. 40. 74
Hodges. Betty 73
Hoelscher. Caroline 57. 122
Hoier. Arlene 30. 32. 48. 49, 67
Holley. Jane 67
Hollinger. Alma 19
HoUinshead. W. H 19
Hood. Esther 42. 59
Hopton. Vivian 65
Home. Donata 40. 74
Howe. Shelley 70. 123
Howell. Corinne 27. 35. 44
Huck. Mary 42. 82
Hurst. Joan 42. 57
Hyland. Jime 36, 42. 51, 75
Ide, Eleanor 42, 77, 113
Ironside, Jocelyn 67
Jackson. Helena 42, 77, 123
James, Betty 30. 37, 83
James. Mary 26. 30. 36. 40. 83
Jamison. Ruth 38. 69, 123
Jarboe, Billy 83
Jarvis, Jane 36. 40, 45. 77
Jehle. Betty 40. 49. 75
Jesse. Lelia Carter 70
Jeter. Eloie 73. 114
Jones. Betsy 75
Jones. Eva 28. 71. 123
Jones, Lois 39, 40, 68, 123
Jones, Mary Elizabeth 83
Jones, Sara 71
Jones. Shirley Bob 77
Joseph. Ann Cordelia 61
Juttemeyer. Helen 75
Kassel. Dorothy Ck 36. 40. 63
Kemp. June 42 67
Kennedy. Betty 36 57
Kerr, Agnes 65 122
Kibler. Lillian 20
Kinney. Charlotte 44, 47, 51, 53, 77
Kirsch, Mary Elizabeth 71, 108, 122
Klar. Helen 76
Knapp, Elsie Jane 26, 29, 83
Knappen, Jean 66, 114
Knappen. Patricia ' 71
Knight. Clare 30. 42. 83
Laird. Evelyn 71
Langerfeld. Patricia 39. 48. 49. 59
Lankard. Mary Sue 76
Larcade. Gloria 73
Lea. Mary Agnes 69
Leake. Emmie 69
Leavell. Eddie Belle 61 123
Lee. Rowena 26. 71. 115
Lee. Virginia 61. 123
Lehrer. Dorothy Jane 31, 39, 44, 76, 115
Linberg. Fay 82
Lincoln, Janie 30, 32, 37, 70. 109. 115
Lindfors. Frances 40, 75
Lineberger. Nancy 28. 37, 82
Lockhart, Ann 75, 115
Logue, Jane 30, 79, 109, 123
Logue. Sarah 47, 79, 96, 108. 122. 123
Lohmann. Betty 63
Long. Lucille 74
Lookadoo. Marilyn 77
Love. Mary 30, 42, 63
Lovett. Betty 40, 74
Lowry. Wilma 50, 114
Loxly. Margaret 30, 39, 40, 74
Luhring. Helen 66
Lund. Ruth 73
Lundy. Dorothy 39, 42, 63, 123
Lunsford. Nancy 20
Lustgarten. Florence 37, 75, 114
McCarlev. Ann Elizabeth 65
McConnell. Betty 36. 48, 49, 75, 124
McDonald, Catherine 62
McKelvy, Sara Jane 66, 115
McKenzie, Carolyn 39. 40, 58. 124
McKenzie. Margaret 30, 39, 72, 125
McKnight. lone 36, 80, 125
McMahon, Dorothy Jean 72
McMurrv, Helen 46, 53
McMurtry , LaVerne 70, 125
McWhorter. Jane Ellen 62, 89, 125
Maddox, Lou 72, 125
Major. Nellie 20, 64
Maney, Josephine 64, 124
Manly, Ella Maude 28, 37, 62, 124
Marienthal, Beverly 73
Mason. Jo 83
Mastin. Lucy 36, 39, 40, 75
Matthews. Sally . , 32, 61, 109, 125
Meahl. Evelione 67
Medders. Martha Ann 75
Mersfelder. Joyce 75
Miller. Emily 75
Miller. Fannie Louise 64
Miller. June 39. 56
Moon. Bette Ann 39, 56, 81, 125
Moore, Bess Louise 45, 81
Moore. Helen 59
Moore. Myra 56
Moorhouse. Ann 39, 40, 77
Morel, Mary 53, 69. 125
Morgan, Alice Holt 60, 125
Morgan, Nellie 63
Morrison, Catherine E 20, 80
Morrison, Martha Lou 58, 115
Morrow. Barbara 36. 37. 49. 53, 81, 125
Morrow. Edith •. 63
Moseley. Ada 32. 63. 124
Moss. Edna 39. 73
Motley. Marv Frances 40
Mulnix. Nancy 73. 124
Murphy. Marion 64. 115
Nance. Camilla 20. 48
Negbaur. Jane 30. 39. 81. 125
Neisler. Betty 39. 57
Newman, Annie King 65. 125
Newman. Elizabeth 42, 63
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Newton, Anna Elizabeth 40, 75
Noland, Margaret 35, 36, 65, 115
Norris, Mary 20
Norris, Susan 7, 32. 36, 39, 63. 125
Nuchols, Cecelia 79
Ogden, Marv Lou 20, 66
Orr, Elizabeth 79
Orr, Harriet 36. 60, 115
Paganhart. Dorothy 21
Palmer, Rose Lucille 77
Parker, Helen Jackson 21
Parker. Jean 36, 65, 114
Patton. Jacqueline 78. 114
Paty. Martha Anne 39, 59
Pearson, Carolvn 81
Pearson. Lemlza 32, 45, 65, 125
Pearson, Marv 65. 125
Pennington. Clara Louise 26, 37, 81, 126
Pepper, Dorris 81
Perry. Nancy 35
Peters, Frances 42. 67. 115
Petty. Hilda 39. 67
Phillips. Elizabeth 10
Phillips. Kathryn 73
Phillips. Martha Jane 30. 32. 37, 39. 59. 108
Phillips, Marv Jo 30. 32, 37. 59. 108
Pickup. Beverly 78
Pigg. Dorothe 26. 83
Pinner. Elizabeth 79
Plnknev. Peggy 63, 115
Porter, Maxine 83, 126
Porter, Rebecca 42, 83
Potter, Harriet 69, 129
Prideaux, Nadine 36, 40. 81
Prim. Marcelle 39. 62
Propst. Kathleen 57
Prothro. Mary Ann 42. 77
Pugh. Cynthia Ann 21
Quinker. Sherley 63
Ragland. Elizabeth 44. 60
Ragsdale. Silkv ' 30. 37. 40, 77
Ransom, Ellene 21. 34
Redford, Elizabeth 37, 71
Redmond, Betty 28, 29. 42, 81, 115
Redmond, Sarah 39, 81, 100, 127
Reed. Nancv 81. 115
Renger. Rosalie 38. 42. 73
Reutlinger. Helen 42. 71. 127
Rever. Wilma 35
Rhea. Colette 69. 127
Rhea. Linda 21. 29, 58
Rice, Ruth 38. 83
Richards. Margaret 26. 28. 37. 83. 109. 126
Riggs. Lawrence 21
Robb. Virginia 36, 42, 83
Roberts. Adelaide 44
Robertson. Billye 71
Robertson. Edith 65. 126
Robertson. Mary Fletcher 37. 77. 127
Rogers. Jean 48, 49, 71, 127
Rollins, Mabel 28, 30. 71
Rose, Hazel Coate 22
Rose. Kenneth 22
Ross, Olive Carter 22
Roth, Martha 26, 37, 39, 76, 115, 127
Rotondi, Angelia 42, 71
Rowe, Lillian 77, 116
Rudder. Jim 71, 127
Ruef, Bertha 22, 36
Ruse, Virginia 36. 38. 42. 67
Rushton. Marjorie 75
Sagalowsky. Ruby 30. 59
Sangree. Margaret 35
Schaefer. Lillian 36. 39. 127
Schafer. Bettv Ann 42 73
Schrader. Joan 28. 36. 37. 39, 40. 42. 81. 126
Schroer. Gertrude 39. 44. 46. 77
Schwab. Marjorie 37 " 81
Schwartz. Alice 30, 34. 36. 39. 62. 63. 109, 126
Scott. Judy 42. 82, 108. 116
Scruggs. Theodora 22
Seggern. Betsy von 57
Sehmann. Bettv Jane 22. 76
Shackelford, Marv Wynne 22
Shanklin, Walton 28, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 48. 49. 81. 89. 109. 127
Shindel, Peggy 6. 33, 39, 127
Shofner, Katherine 73
Smith, Bobbie 35. 59
Smith. Clarene 34, 39, 69
Smith. Ida Sue 61
Smith. Margaret 61, 127
Smith, Patricia 83, 116
Smith. Peggy 26, 83, 108. 127
Smoot. Alene 65
Smotherman. Jane 75
Snelling. Doris 71
Sober. Helen 42, 67
Souby, Susan 23. 35
Sprowl, Virginia 39. 83
Stacy. Mae 39. 49. 71
Stahlman. Ann 35
Steagall. Ann 27. 65. 108. 127
Sterner. Betty 7. 42. 81. 97
Stigall. Marv 23
Stilley. Sara Elizabeth 77
Stone. Nancy 35. 65. 108
Strickland. Elizabeth 42, 71
Talbott, Ellen Ann 73. 116
Taylor. Frankie . . 78 109
Tavlor. Jean 42 57
Terry. Dorothv 42. 73
Thomas. ALiean 36. 42. 81
Thompson. Jane 36, 81, 128
Thompson, Laura May 36. 57, 128
Thompson, Virginia 36, 67
Thourlby, Patricia 67
Throne, Amelie 23
Tieche, Mary Alice 33, 129
Townsend. Mary Aubyn 30, 45, 50, 77, 109, 129
Townsend, Pauline Sherwood 23
Trimble, Ann Polk 37, 83
Tucker. Jean 35
Turner. Eloise 32. 36. 45. 77. 129
Turnev. Mary 67
Underwood. Roy
Vanderbilt. Belle 29. 31. 39. 59, 129
Van Deren, Mai Flournoy 30, 31
Vandever, Eleanor 6, 32, 36. 48. 49. 63. 129
Van Hooser. Ruby 23. 28
Van Pelt. Betty 37. 83
Vaughn. Kathryn 26. 28. 36. 37. 49. 67. 129
Voigt, Shirley 67
Wade, Martha 27
Waggoner. Caroleene 39. 61, 128
Waller. Irma 129
Ward, Berta Lee 23, 37
Welch, Shelly 69, 95. 116
White. Margaret 79. 129
White. Susan 79
White. Thelma Leith 42. 57
Widen. Evelyn 24
Willii
Willi:
Wilson, Sara
Wlngate, Elizabeth 39, 59
Wingate, Margaret 39, 59
Winnia. Catherine 24
Wood. Lois 36. 39. 71. 129
Woods. Katie Rose 79. 129
Woodward. Jane 61
Woodruff, Frances 36, 40, 77
Woolridge. Jane 79. 129
Woolwine. Mary 36. 40. 81
Wright. Betty , 40, 73
Wright, Jane 32, 47, 52. 67. 109. 129
Wright. Peggy 61
Wright. Margaret 24
Wyche. Mary Elizabeth 61. 116
Yochum. Florence 39. 40. 81
Young. Alice Berry 26. 30. 57
Young, Ruth 36, 81
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COMMERCIAL
* PHOTOGRAPH
COMPANY
HOTEL Makers of
HERMITAGE QUALITY
PHOTOGRAPHS
Appreciates and Thanks For Advertising and Personal Uses
W^ard-Behnoi/t 411i'2 Church Street
Phone 6-0430
• (Official Photographers)
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
. , . and if ITS DIFFERENT — ITS BETTER
you need a Bible
You'll like this edition because it is so
Compliments of
thin, compact and light, and yet has
large readable type. King James
Version, self-pronouncing text, print- STUMB ICE CREAM
ed on India paper, flexible leather
cover, colored maps. Size 7 x Wk COMPANY
inches.
No. A 1991. French morocco, overlap-
ping cover, imitation leather lining $3.50 FINE FROZEN
No. A1993. Persian morocco, overlap-
ping cover, leatheroid lining 5,00 CONFECTIONS
No. A1997. Turkey morocco, overlap-
ping cover, leather lined 7.50
METHODIST
Phone 6-6679
PUBLISHING HOUSE 717-719 Third Avenue. North
Ninth and Broadway 6-2641
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
HALL & BENEDICT
AETNA
INSURANCE
S E RVICE
NASHVILLE TRUST BUILDING
PARCEL POST ORDERS
Given Prompt Attention
HERMITAGE LAUNDRY
AND
SWISS CLEANERS
Nashville's Largest and Best
Dry Cleanbig Establishment
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
109 Fifth Avenue, South
Phone 6-1173

If You Want
First-Class ...
MEAT
YOU CAN REST ASSURED
THAT WE HAVE IT
Alex Warner
& Son
stall 33—New City Market
Phone Us When You Want It Again
ELECTRIC RATES
/;/ Nashville Are the
Fourteenth Lowest
111 the Entire
UNITED STATES
BURN
ST.
BERNARD
COAL
FROM OUR OWN
MINES DIRECT
TO THE
CONSUMERS
SINCE 1870
HOOPE
ST. BERNAR]
PHONE 6-3101 21-
R LOVE. I
3 COA
>3 ARCAD
Manager
L COMPANY
E NASHVILLE. TENN
Coiupliineiits of
RAGLAND, POTTER & CO.
ALLOWAY
BROTHERS CO.
Distributors of
MILK FED POULTRY
TABLE TEST EGGS
HIGH-GRADE MEATS
150 Second Avenue. South
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Compliments
of
BENSON
PRINIING
COMPANY
—
III
R. T. OVERTON
& SON
*
FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES
*
515 Third Avenue, North
Phone 6-8143
FISHOLOGY
Fish is health-food.
Pure and simple
—
Feeds the mind.
Brings out your dimple:
Should you angle after
School is out
—
There's good fish yet
As e'er caught out.
Some of these are
Seashore fresh.
So fish for them
With larger mesh,
ANDERSON FISH AND
OYSTER COMPANY
THE BEST SEA FOODS
Compliments of
(£^(0CUI Bottling Works
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
HOTEL. RESTAURANT. CAFETERIA. COLLEGE INSTITUTION
EQUIPMENT AND HOUSE FURNISHINGS. HOTEL
CHINA AND GLASSWARE
McKAY-CAMERON COMPANY
-We Sen /or Less"
214 Third Avenue, North
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
Phone 6-0427
Ill

Vfc
Mfc Foremost
|e AnnuaJ ^'^
^En^rdveii
OVR
SUPREMACY
IN THE SOUTHERN
YEAR-BOOK FIELD
15 THE RESULT OF
PERSONAL SERVICE
THE CAPITOL
ENQRAVINQ
COMPANY
H.. h.J more lUi, W.nij J«r< of
5uc«..fi.I e«perionce in To.rBook
DiM.gmog .nJ EograVioe. JUf
re recogo,:ed ., ihe IraJen lo the
creii.on ind prodociion of lK> b«Ur
cl.s. of .onu.l.. Their o,p.ri»nc..
.,oip™eM.co,p>of.,.i>».de,ie"er.
,„J .„e„»e„ .re on,i,el, .<
Capitol Enqravinq Co.
NASHVILLE
TENN
//^/^
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